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This was a quiet day at the Capitol' Washington, t'eo. 10. lue Jjemo-- i
from a point of news, though several crats of the House, aided by a few Re-- j
'
officials are still having their book publicans who declined to be bound
cases and furniture moved into their by the party caucus, yesterday won
new offices in the annex.
their fight for an increased represen- tation in the lower branch of congress
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero j under the census of 1910. They vo- has received from Cleofes Romero, ted down the Republican caucus bill
warden of the penitentiary, convicts' to maintain the membership at 391 as
earnings of $457.49, and frome Game at present and then passed the original .Crumpacker bill fixing the memand Fish Warden Gable, $17.50. .
Land Entries.
bership at 433 on and after March
The following were the land entries 3, 1913. If Arizona and New Mexico
yesterday: Amadeo Luchettl, Mon-ero- , should be admitted to statehood they
Rio Arriba county ; Juan Baca, Al- will be given one representative each,
buquerque, Bernalillo county: H. B. bringing the total to 435. Idaho with
county; less population than New Mexico is
Dobbins, Cuervo, Guadalupe
Today's acReymundo Lucero, Pintada, Gua,da-lup- given two congressmen.
county, and Reymundo Knapp, tion of the House must be ratified by
the senate. The House leaders beGroom, Texas.
lieve the senate will follow the wishMonthly Report.
Major Fred Muller, register of the es of the lower branch.
land office has made his monthly re- 'Under the new
port for January which shows that plan, no state loses a member. The
the land business i3 still active. The following states gain the number inreport is as follows : homestead en- dicated:
Alabama, 1; California, 3; Colorado
tries, original, 76; area, 9,857.25
II-acres; tees, $680; commissions, $4is, 1; Florida 1; Georgia, 1; Idaho, 1;
90. Final homestead entries, 33; area linois 2; Louisiana, 1; Minnesota, l,
$216.50. Montana, 1; New Jersey, ,2; New
and commissions,
5,473.22
Soldiers' Additional Homesteii En-- ! York, 6; North Dakota, 1; Ohio, 1;
l
tries, 1, area 40 acres. Soldiers' Ad-- j Oklahoma, 3; Oregon, 3; Pennsylva-ditionaRhode Island, 1; South Dako-acreHomestead Entries, .1, 40,nia,
4;
'
Fees from reducing testimony ta, 1; Texas, 2; Utah, 1; Washington,
West "Virginia, 1.
to writing, $116.73. Commuted homeCanadian Reciprocity.
area
steads 30;
4,559.3;; money,
Washington, Feb. 10. The House
Mineral
37.
entries, 2; area
Desert committee on ways and means today
$220.
43.19
and money
postponed action on the Canadian re3,103.87
Land Applications, 19; area,
ciprocity agreement until tomorrow
acres and money $775.98.
when the committee prob' morning,
Building Associations.
will vote to report favorably the
ably
Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford has measure embodying the agreement.
made a report of the financial condiMills at the White House.
tion of the building and loan associato the New Mexican.
Special
tions in the territory on January 1,
D. C, Feb. 10 GoverWashington,
1911, showing that the total resources nor Mills, accompanied by Delegate
are $1,317,092.06 and the stock ac- Andrews, filed certified copies of the
count is $1,119,690.08.
The Increase constitution at the White House,
since the last report made July 1, President Taft being away. Also with
1910. is $57,507.49.
Vice President Sherman and Speaker
The report is as follows:
Cannon. The consensus of opinion is
Resources.
that New Mexico will be admitted to
Loans on Real Estate, $1,182,925.46. the sisterhood of states at an early
Loans on Collateral Security,
day. Mills andAndrews also visited
'
Attorney General Wickersham, and
Furniture and Fixtures, $4,035.59.
Secretary of the Interior Ballinger.
Real Estate, $9,860.25.
Governor Mills is now on the House
Bills Receivable, $12,090.19.'"
floor. Delegate Andrews Introduced
Cash on Hand, $46,591.54.
a bill providing for the exchange of
All Other Resources, $7,263.50.
national forest timber in New Mexico
Total Resources, $1,317,092.06.
for private lands within the limits of
Liabilities.
the Zuni national forest.
Stock Account, $1,119,690.08.
ADAMS GAINS TWO IN
Undivided Profits, $106.S66.97.
SENATORIAL CONTEST
Surplus, $15,092.58.
senatoBills Payable, $46,671.29.
Denver, Feb.. 10. Today's
rial ballot showed a gain for former
All Other Liabilities, $32,271.14.
Governor Alva Adams of two, votes.
Total Liabilities, $1,317.92.06.
there are no material
Otherwise
Incorporation.
received 27 votes and
Speer
changes.
Santa Fe Dam, No. 80, Independent Adams 21.
Order of Beavers of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, today filed 'ncorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The incorporators
are: E. C. Burke, M. B. Otero, F. M.
Jones, Charjes C. Closson, George W
C
Prichard, T. A. McCarthy, H.
EN
Coavd.
E.
F.
and
Davies
P.
E.
Yountz,
C. W.
The directors named are:
Fairfield, Robert L. Cooper, Thomas
Healy Wins His
A. McCarthy, E. C. Burke and George Timothy
W. Prichard.
Contest Against Richard
Governor In Washington.
Hazleton
Mrs. Mills received a telegram
from Governor Mills stating that he
arrived in Washington yesterday and NO
would present the copy of the consti0EFENSEJ1S OFFERED
tution of New Mexico at the White

THREE

A

as Considered One of the Best
Equipped and Safest
Collieries.

Assistant Attorney General Cites House Postpones Action on
Law About Soldiers
Agreement Until Tomorrow's
Funerals.

ent
Republicans Join With Dem- - Socorro County Eagle
ocra s to Carry Arizona
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People Evidently Have Made Up Is Young and Powerful, But Has
Bald Head Which Attracts
Their Mind That It Is What

Attention.

They Want.

Trinidad, Colo., teo. V). Nine men
were killed and one probably will die
I' huiij
ale juiDaiiift, an

I !;nn!
on his wooden throne
Ariz., Feb. 10. V.'iiil-- !
Phoenix,
in for ;it
tioiud. his piercing eye
complete r3turns will not
least six or seven days, it is certain
aive almost
prop-i- s
li
out of 2H.O0O votes cast, at
rik-si!v!
Halts
displaying
dale mine of the Carbon foul audi
election for the approval of
irannliiair.
and hidden dan-- I
Coke Company last night. The mine!
;t.;n i n;:s.!iuition, less than 7,0n are
'
was considered one of the most care-- i
Hil'.," the bald headed
against it. One of the remarkable tier "S' ;i h(
lully equipped against accident in
features of the ballot i that Kepuh- Alncriian c;
v.as lie recipient of
the country. The mine officers be-Means joined with Democrats in
much focI.iI htfiitii.n today at the
lieve that the disaster, was caused by j
the remarkable document,
t flerieral A.
Ail
homo of his
the accidental discharge of blasting l
Only One County Aqainst.
sj
Brookes,
powder.
l!io;n:x. Ariz., Feb. 10. Hopes of
Two Rescuers Are Dead.
The
ive.l yesterday
that the vote
from
jthe
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 10. To the
to ratify the constitution would not p0(.orro county am! u,,s
to
added
were
this
list of dead
lie more than (10 per cent of the whole,
morning
Governor Mills as an
ldem
be
to
E. A. Sutton, assistant superintendwere dashed when returns from the:
thek,,l't in the capital of the ne-.- state.
ent of the mine, and Robert Meek, a
principal towns of nearly all
Colorado Fuel and Iron company vollioiirteen counties of the territory in-- j The governor is in Was). leton hut
unteer rescuer, who lost their lives
jdicated a favorable vote that frequent-- j Mrs. Mills requested the adjutant genly ran as high as 3 to 1.
trying to reach the missing men. Sut
eral to entertain the king of turds unj
ton overestimated the amount of oxy
Only one county voted against the til he returns and
right royally is the
to
proposed constitution, according
gen in his helmet, and fell in the
so.
black damp. He was dragged into
jthe available returns which are re- general doing
Statehood Hill has an entire room in
the air by resucers who themselves
garded as practically conclusive. This
was Apache county, in the north the granary adjoining the hous? and
almost succumbed but Sutton died
eastern port ion of the territory. It tie is
soon after. Meak fell unconscious
easily monarch of all he sur- returned a negative majority of
soon after venturing ahead of the air
- vs.
A large bucket of w:,tr stands
Pima county, which sent a solid re i
and died a few minutes after he was
in
the
constitucenter of the room and in the
the
to
publican delegation
carried out. Five bodies were locattiona! convention and was regarded northeast corner is a stack of hay, the
ed this morning but six are missing
HON. JOHN R. M'FIE.
green color of whic h furnishes a
and cannot be reached for some time. Who Today Rounds Out iris Kighteenth Year as Associate Justice of the as a stronghold of the
vot"d overwhelmingly in fabackground in case Rill has the
Supreme Court of New Mexico. The Judge Now Is Serving His Fifth vor of ratification.
WINTER IRRIGATION
to pose, and is refreshing to
vanity
terof
Term and Is the Only Jurist in New Mexico Who Has Received Such
the
the
Tucson,
largest city
IN
THE SOUTH.
if they grow weary of too
eyes
jhis
SecWas
From
Honor. His First Appointment
President Harrison; His
ritory and situated in Pima county, much
staring.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb 10. Milo B. Wil
ond From President McKinley; His Third and Fourth From President voted ISfiO for adoption of the constiHis Diet.
liams of the office of experiment statution and :!."'! against.
Roosevelt, and His Fifth From President Taft.
The eagle is
well fed, a nitro-- i
tions of the United States DepartThe vote was light, due 'O rue fact ueous menu having been
prepared
ment of Agriculture, who has been
that ratification was simply a quesspecial direction of experts
forthe fifth tion of maioritv. Pi Phoenix, where Haw the
making irrigation investigations in
Twenty years ago today, that is and he was
meat seems to lie the favorita
Florida, Georgia and Alabama, says February 10, 1891, the New Mexican time on April 11, PI10, by President 2,017 votes were cart for delegates dish but if
any mice are obtainable
that crops are doing remarkably well stated in one of its minor city items Taft. No other jurist in New Mexico to the constitutional convention
in
will
be sent to Hill's table
likely
'they
has
heen
thus
honored.
in those states under winter irriga- that "Judge John R. McFie, popular
Judge McFie September, the total number of bal- las delicacies.
and respected, came up from Las has been off the bench but once dur- llots today was fit,. of which l.OJfl
tion. Continuing, he said:
That, the bird is young despite his
"Citrus fruit growers and truck far Cruces this morning and is at the ing this long period of 22 years and were for ratification and 132 for rejec- bald head is vouched for
by John W.
was
when
that
A.
B.
Palace."
Fall
succeeded
tion. The sixteen principal precincts Roberts of the
mers are keenly interested in suppleoffice
governor's
in
still
him
1833.
who
Mcis
In
1K7 President
Today Judge McFie,
returned 2,or7 who has made some studies in and
of Maricopa county
mental irrigation in Florida and there
the
in this Kinley called Judge McFie back from
is
and
and
hale
residing
constitution
of
the
hearty
for
votes
approval
is every indication that new systems
field of ornithology.
"While I would
his law practice to the Supreme and C54
come
here
ago
years
city,
having
I
against.
will be installed during this and the
not wish to discuss such a delicate
In
1H01,
from Las Cruces, rounds out his eigh- Court bench.
December,
Phoenix Gives Big Majority.
coming years. Supplying rainfall by
mestion as age, it is my opii Ion that
Su'Serch
of
Theodore
the
Roosevelt
on
hitn
'he
10
pin enix be eiglp ia quite younr ',r.anire H.i
artificial means is doubly Important teenth year of New Mexico.
Phoenix, Ariz.., Ceo.
and
more
four
after
years President cast. 1.20!) votes for ratification of tho robust
to the eitrua growers, and it has had preme Court
phys ique." said .Mr. Roberts,
Judge McFie first served on the Roosevelt again gave him this honor.
a marked effect, among the
bench in Las Cruces, residing there
Judge McFie has distinguished himPhoemx, with iemple and sixteen otn-iothe appearance of his claws."
The government is deeply infour years and two months. He was self in church, society and public life er
of Maricopa county, poll-- ;
in
precincts
Receives Callers,
terested also in
Su
a
he
of
and
has
the
for
genius
making ed 2.0.-- 7 for and f.r,4 against the con-- ;
appointed associate justice
Several Santa Feans have been
Georgia and Alabama where several preme Court by President Harrison, j friends.
This vote indicates 1hat'(,(l to be llshered into the presence of
plants are in operation."
t
the constitution has been ratified by a tnp King of ,irils an(i (he
tremendous majority.
general has acceded to this request
with singular sang froid. This morn-tioIn Republican precincts, the propor-DIPR
CINCINNATI NOW
E
S
E f 1IUHI1
of the votes favoring ratifica-- ! ing Mr. Brookes took a visitor right
tion was even larger than in Demo- into the eagle's presence, and spent
several minutes t)ere. The eagle clar-cratic precincts.
ed and stared but did not utter a word
May Go Over to December.
ALL
CANDAL
It will be impossible to present the nor stir a feather. He seemed to pos- constitution of Arizona to congress sess great latent powers of reserve,
That will however, and the visitor begged to be
until late in February.
Stiff Fighting at Mulato Re- - President
Sounds Slogan Grand Jury Returns Indict- heave congress little opportunity to allowed to cut the audience
very
uun uc uuuceu iue mm oi ii.
aci. une view laiven is uiai uus srs--:
ments Against Director
Columsuited in Defeat of Federal
of Campaign
sion is "the next regular session," Eagle's claws.
of Public Works
.
bus, Ohio
Troops
and that the signature of the presi-dent may, early in March, complete
the formality of the admission of the
BEATPARK
CONTRACTS
HIDING
TARIFF
OROZCQ IS STILL IN
state. If the president interprets the
meaning of the enabling act to refer
to the congress that meets next Dc ,
ON MONDAY
Uncle Sam Is Doing His Best to Thus United States Will Annex Material Furnished and
the matter will go over an ntVior vpar nnrl tho election, which
Enforce Neutrality of
Great Canadian North-Wes- t.
proved Declared to Be Be
will put two additional senators in
neath Specifications.
Border
the upper house of congress will be Jt
Qne of Most In- deterred.
10.
The
Feb.
scandal
10.
Cincinnati,
Feb.
In
Reciprocity
Columbus, O.,
the last charge,
Mulato, Feb. 10.
teresting Ever
The provisions of the constitution
over Cincinnati's public works culmithe insurrectos were led by Scot F. with Canada will benefit every nated
sense
in
are
new
state
every
the
for
in Santa Fe
when
the grand Jury
today
S McCoombs, an American.
It is im United States farmer, manufacturer,
indictments against Public of the word, progressive, and some
middleman and' service Director Harry Sundmaker, might be inclined to term them radipossible to estimate the number of railroad company,
VThe
PERU
was the declar- City Kngineer II. E. Shipley and three cal. Senator Bourne, of Oregon, never TIE INCUS OF ANCIENT
This
killed 'tonight.
bodies of eight warehouseman.
Conrad tires of praising the progressive laws
Henkel,
fontractors,
August
an
of
in
Taft
address
ation
President
federals were stripped of their weapJknixi ana wuiiam uonrey. ine of his state, but Arizona has gone a
re today at the National Corn Ex
ons, but many more were carried off
is fraud in pubic contract3 ln step further and incorporated these Given Under Auspices of Ar.
the field. Onlyone insurgent was position. "We have with pioneer en- permitting material to be used that same measures in her constitution.
chaeologicn ! Society at
The Initiative Clause.
killed. Tonight the insurrectos are ergy rushed on to the Pacific," the differed from the specifications of the:
Hig! :choo .
The first important matter which
("'itractHouse today.
Accusations of Bribery Will Be moving to a better position and there president said, "and taken up all the
the constitution takes up and provides
i3 frequent firing between outposts.
good lands. We are now spending
It 'was expected that the governor
Xels C. Nelson of the department of
for is the initiative and referendum.
Further Investigated
LOS ANGELES WANTS
this
to reclaim the arid and semi- would present the document
millions
More
to
of
Border.
This clause Btates that "The people anthropology in the University
Troops
IRRIGATION
CONGRESS.
However.
Coreserve the power to propose laws California, will deliver a lecture Monmorning, hut President Taft is in
El Paso, Feb. 10. Colonel Sharpe, arid lands of the great western des
at the High School Audilumbus, Ohio, and from there goe3
U. S. troops, was ad- ert. Should we not by taking down
Los Angeles Cal., Feb. 10. Los An- and amendments to the constitution, day evening
to Champaign. 111., to deliver an ad- Dublin, Feb. 10. Timothy Healy's commanding the
and to enact or reject such laws and torium on "The Incus of Ancient
for
an
the
contender
is
tariff
vised
this
early
geles
that additional the useless and unnecessary
morning
dress this, evening on reciprocity, and contest to nullify the election of RichPeru." The lecture will be free and
2oth annual sessions of the National amendments at the polls, independis given under the auspices of the
expects to return to Wasington by ard Hazleton, who at the last election troops will be sent here at once to wall, bring within our agricultural re
also
and
of
the
they
ently
legislature;
Congress in 1912.
turned out "The Ishmael of National- guard the border.
Sunday.
sources the great plains of the north Irrigation II.
own option. Archaeological Society.
t
Hutton, judge of the su reserve, for use at their
George
from the seat for the
The lecture will be illustrated with
ism
politics,"
Out
Schedules.
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west?
to
or
No More Guards.
the
Sending
approve
reject
power
Los
of
court
county
Angeles
perior
collection of novel slides made from
The territorial auditor's office is north division of Louth, which he had
of Canada can bring
or
"The
or
northwest
section
act
Item,
part,a
any
polls
AcD.
10.
Feb.
at
received
a
letter just
C,
Washington,
Cal., says :n
pho'ographs taken on several expedi
filled with packages containing tax held eighteen years, proved successto us what we need and that without
of any act of the legislature."
executive headquarters of tne
to the war department offtions
undertaken by the university to
own
schedules which will be sent out this ful today. Healy presented to the cording
The
our
of
of
people."
hurting any
these reserved powers the land
The first
in Chicago:
conquered by Pizarro.
week to the county assessors. It is court evidence of much intimidation icials, no appeal, has yet reached President commented on the criticism
10 percent
I'nder
it
is
the
s
initiative.
Chito
is
be
in
"Los
going
Ruins and ancient monuments,
as
estimated that from 80,000 to 85,000 and rioting at the polling. Hazleton's them for more troops to guard the that the proposed agreement "was an
at
voters
any
of
the
may,
qualified
early and strong. We want the
well as prehistoric pottery, gold jewof these schedules will be sent in attorneys consented to have the elec- border.
attack on the farmer by depriving him cago ess
13
and
per
in 1912 and will go tully pre-- ; time propose any measure,
Orozco Is Waiting.
and many
offering
tion declared void without
about 90 big packages.
of protection." In respect to corn, cony)
to elry, carved woodwork,
aied to meet every requireman, and, cent may propose an amendment
El
other unique specimens will be shown
be
not
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will
here
case
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American
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President
New Star
any
. ,1 the constitution.
.
e
on the screen and described by the
of- at this season, soaked the unprotectI'e,lelcer is king, reciprocity or no recipro-!According to information received dropped there howevei as Healy
The Referendum.
tli Prevail '
lecturer. Several distinct arid sucyear
?
bv Postmaster F. O. Blood of East fered evidence of bribery and the ed revolutionists at Rancho Flores city. The domestic price of wheat,
The second of these reserved pow- cessive civilizations held
wm ue "
lllal
i"
last
sway in the
Orozco
and
is
servmail
still
"The
route
world
star
night
this.
today.
court
is
the
will
the
hear
price.
governed
Las Vegas,
by
It provides ancient South American
Los Angeles entertained the second ers is the referendum.
No news of advantages we give the Canadian
country, and
awaiting developments.
ice between Las Vegas and Gonzalss
deof
voters
the
cent
5
may
that
per
fighting has been received since yes- farmer," he. said, "will not hurt our! congress in 1893, when J. S. Emery mand that any measure passed by a concise description of their develwill be begun February 20. A con- SIX CITIES LARGER THAN
Kan., was president
opment from the remotest beginning
SANTA FE IN ARIZONA. terday, nor has new word of Navar- farmer, for the price will remain thej of Lawrence,
tract for carrying the mail on the new
be referred to a 3,000 or 'more
years ago, will be a tea
ro's force arrived. Orozco is keeping same, but by patronizing our eleva-- j William E. Smyth of San Diego, Cal., the legislature may n,
!oute has been awarded to Florencio
Mine ueio.e
of the talk.
ture
was
Popular
of
chair
the
father
o
his
June
our
contract
secret
our
railroads,
of
flour
Neighbormills,
expires
plans
tors,
Arcllanes. The
Population
ve.
There are certain emergency
Professor Nelson is a member of the
to the man of the executive committee, the
Strict Neutrality.
he will secure admission
ing Territory is Crowded in Its
30, 1913. The route will be traversed
measures
that are excepted from the University of California museum of
Los
of
Allen
L.
himsecretary being Fred
Seven Biggest Towns.
Washington, Feb. 10. Another step world's markets, at. less cost to
twice a week by the carrier, who will
operation of this provision which pro anthropology, which conducted the
leave East Las Vegas on Monday and
Washington, Feb. 10. The census in tne government s efforts to pre- self, while we will secure the advan- Angeles. Sacramento, Cal., was the vides
that no measure shall go into South American excavations. He is
arele1907.
serve
in
convention
on
strict
7:15
our
for
population
the
Mexican
for
o'clock,
Texas,
trade
at
of
Increased
Graham,
city
figures
Friday mornings
neutrality
tages
until 90 days after the adjourn- also well known
effect
among American
are
eve1900.
was
same
taken
when
878
border
on
a
and
the
1,569,
with
our
in
railroads
small vators, our mills,
today
compared
riving at Gonzales
ment, of the legislature.
archaeologists and anthropologists
nings at or before 5 : 15 o'clock. On Olney, Texas, 1,095, no comparison. army of customs officials in that ter- our commission men. Let the agree- FISHERMEN PERISH ON
The method of applying either the, for his exploration of thd shell mounds
ICE FLOES AT SEA.
Tuesday and Saturday mornings the Bisbee, Ariz., 9,019, no comparison. ritory was instructed by the treasury ment be adopted and in six months
of the Pacific coast.
The existence
carrier will leave Gonzales at 7.15 Douglas, Ariz., 6,437. Globe, Ariz. department to lend itself to the plans the farmers on the border, who now Viborg,' Finland, Feb. 10. Hope for initiative or the referendum re--is,
1
a
the
e
oPthese ancient deposits has been
signed
by
petition
through
and
7,038,
hundred
1900.
in
officer
one
with
of
of
in
Las
of
compared
in
the
the
1,495
the
East
will
this great
have fears,
Vegas
o'clock, arriving at
army
safety
charge
rejoice
meas- known in a general way for many
fishermen who went adrift on quisite number of voters. Any
at or before 5:15 o'clock. The routs Morenci, Ariz., 6,010. The seven regular troops there. The collectors step toward closer business, and soan ice floe several days ago, has been ure approved by a majority of the vo years, but they were first systematicis about forty miles in length. It runs largest towns of Arizona are included at Eagle Pass, Brownsville,
Corpus cial relations with our neighbors."
Ice breaking vessels ters at one of these special elections ally investigated by Bandelier, forabandoned.
from Las Vegas to Mishawaka; from in the above with the addition of Tuc- Christi, El Paso, Nogales and San
to
ordered
without finding a trace is exempt from the veto, power of the merly of Santa Fe, and bv him. The"
E.
Romero
Car
with
returned
that plaoe to Casa Grande, from son, Phoenix, and Prescott,
of
have
Lumber
shipped
Diegowere
lecture is under the auspices of the
of the entire population of the entire General Hoyt commanding at Fort a car load .of lumber from Estancia ot the missing and it is believed that
Archaeological Society of Denver.
(Continued on Page Five.)
territory being in those seven towns. Sam Houston.
to Santa Fe this week.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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THOSE BAD SPELLS.
to Germany, had a IonLebanon,
Jet., Ky. Mrs. Minne mother Las Vegas 0:
She Was an Artis- Lamb, of this place, says: "I believe
I would have been dead by now, had day, a Mrs.
Beatty ;
it not been for Cardul. I haven't had noon train from Mel:
one of those bad spells since I com- "ways that are quee:
Car- Bret Harte's Heathen
menced to use this medicine."
dul is a specific medicine for the ills managed to get by
from which women suffer.
Made the New State hotel
from harmless, vegetable ingredients, aiury aim a lecture o:
Cardui is a safe, reliable remedy, and it, and Conductor Fii
has been successfully used by weak train on the
:
and ailing women for more than fif niony as to her
ty years. Thousands of women have
the train ai
been helped back to health and hap ductor came around,
piness by its use. Why not profit by that she couldn't fin:
their experience? A trial will con suggested that it mis;:
vince you that Cardui is just what! on the station plati-yoneed.
been driven out of
.1. ...
by the dense fog or

fT. M

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

visit with her SKIN
AND SCALP TROUBLES

ic.

YIELD TO ZEMO.

On Wednesived on the
osh anu for
she rivaled
Chinee.
She
board bill at
h a hard luck
he smoke haby of the night
an bear testi-nesShe
when the
him
it ticket. She
have been lost
oo cl,o
u
.
waitingroom
obacco smoke,
Tioke brigade.
and told her
Finney
ing room and
reo ner ciotnes, : nking that the
ticket had lodged sot: vhere in them,
She "retired," locko: i he door and

New Spring and Summer
Line Samples Just Received

A CLEAR

LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.

The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of infant or grown per
son of pimples, blackheads,
dandruff,
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
ivy poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.

-

Cut-Of-

d

LADIES TAILORING

Suits, Skirts, Jackets,

"HI 6'
prompt relief and show an improve-t
ment nr, ,
ovor
int!1
used persistently, will destroy the
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
r-rii- r
neaithy condition,
niiiu nnmin un H!cndctor
Let us show you proof of some remarkable cures made by Zemo and
give you a 32 page booklet tow to preIsn't It Strange?
Isn't it strange
stayed retired until 'i o train reached serve the skin. The Capital PharmaHow little we know
Belen. She professed to be an artist cy Drug Store.
The people we meet in the world be- and she certainly w.. along her line.
low?
Willard Record.
merous important questions, to avoid
How we pass our friends from day
interminable litigation and to protect
to day.
the public as well as the holders and
And with only a nod we go on our NEW MEXICO POLITICS
the users of water.
way,
;
A draft of the code, received toy Ar
When there's so much more we each
POLITICIANS
thur
Hooker, secretary of the
might say
which will
al Irrigation Congress,
TEDD.
have
19th
in Chisessions
annual
its
Isn't it strange
Teddy Was a rover bold.
cago, December 5 to 9, shows that it
How little we show
An orator erratic,
is purposed to create offices for a
What wo really feel in. the world be- And everywhere thai Teddy Vent
state
hydraulic engineer and two sulow?
They voted Demo' iatic.
the former receiving a
perintendents,
How we hide, or pass with a merry
From Norman E. M:icks National
of $5,000 a year. The pay of
salary
jest,
Monthly.
the superintendents to be $2,400 a
The felings that are true and best;
The bill also provides that
fac-ar-e year.
How much we leave by a clasp of
"The Hubbel and
these officials shall compose the state
the hand
at
tions
harmonizing water commission.
Albuquerqm
Or a look, our friends, as best they like 19 cats at midnight." New Mex- There is a provision that no water
can
ican Homeland.
right shall be granted without comTo find what we mean, and to under-pleter investigation, also that immedi
stand
Dougherty for Congress.
The State Democrat suggests the ately following the passage of the act
Isn't is strange?
name of Hon. H. M. Dougherty of the auditors and clerks of the several
Death of Fred G. Petry Fred G. Socorro for the nomination of Con- counties shall prepare and send to
The the commission abstracts showing all
petry died at his home in Fierre, gressman from New Mexico.
Death was due to in- Independent is in hearty accord with later right filings and decrees in
Grant county.
Mr. Dougherty is one of their respective offices.
ternal tuberculosis.
Petry was 35 the idea.
the strong men of the Democratic
Heavy penalties are provided in
years old.
He is honest, the bill for interference with irrigaFell Under Auto Tomas Ribera, party in New Mexico.
a
newsboy, living at 1004 able and fearless and if he consents tion ditches, flumes and canals, for
Hill street, El Paso, fell under an au- to make the race will be elected stealing water and other offenses
Mr. Dougherty against irrigated property. The comtomobile at the corner of Overland beyond any question.
and Oregon streets and was injured, was one of the big men in the recent mission is empowered to void any
the machine passing over his body, 'constitutional convention and made rights for lailure to use the same
Married at Albuquerque Julius J. a fine record there securing for the within a limited time.
Miller of Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Democrats confessions which proba-Mis- s
Mabel Leahy of Gallup, were bjy no other man couid have obtained,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
married at Albuquerque on Tuesday The Independent is for Mr. Dougherty
LAXATIV K BROMO Quinine Tablets
Take
afternoon, by Rev. C. O. Beckman of for congress, or any other state
D rugglsts lelund n oney IJ it alstocureE
want
new
in
that
he
the
may
Methodist Episcopal church.
jfice
W. GROVE'S signature la on each box. 25c
Killed Near Socorro Marcial, Al-- ! state first, last and all the time."
vares of Pena Blanca, Sandoval coun-- j bllver ity independent,
ty, was run down by a train at La '
Pressed Into Shape Again
Joya, Socorro county, and instantly NEW WATER RIGHTS
i
i

I

Capes and One Piece Dresses.

!

inter Grocery Co.
Southern

WE

Corner Plaza.

Smta

Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

j5

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICK! 1 S
ALL

WITH

CASH

PURCHASES

J

Gentlemen
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A New Line of

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.
made-to-measu- re

W

!

Do Not Overlook This

See

Bros. Co.

P. O. Box 219

iPhone 36

;

For You

rou

1

Exclusive
Perfect

Style
Fit Wear
Comfort

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

Selipati

anti-Hubb-

STETSON SHOES

Coats,

Exceptional
Like a Stocking

Shoe

John Pf lueger Specialist

poor.

cant-bv- v

Tools in our

,

j

EUGEft;0 ROMERO

LUMBER
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

&

i

COAL YARD
V

of-th-e

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

i

YrlRD ON EICK0X STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

i

killed.

He was employed on one of

.
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CODE FOR WASHINGTON

t

i1

!
Its Object Is to Protect Public as
bell.
AaM 3e Irpinstnpe anrl
h
who
man
Lawler
The
Be
Not
May
100
Phone Red
Phone Red 100
PowerPlants.
died at Albuquerque from frozen feet
and believed to have been Thomas;
Portland, Ore., Feb. 10. Water
Lawler of Grand Falls, New York,!
may not have been Lawler, as his U3ers in western states are interested
wealthy relatives doubt the identifi- - in the action of the legislature of the
cation. Lawler himself had given his state of Washington with reference to
the water rights code, prepared by a
name as being Kennedy.
Child Injured Anastacio Lucero, a commission named by Governor Hay.
small boy. was taken to the Ladies' The measure is designed to settle nuHERE'S THE WONDER WORKER!
Hospital at Silver City by Jose M.
This engine can be attached to your
Montez for medical treatment.
The L There is more Catarrh in this sec-lad was riding on a freight team on tion of the country then all other dis
pump and working in ten minutes
There's a continual freshness and
after you take it off your wagon. No
the road going to the Burros when eases put together, and until the last
the man' garments
to
or
fixtures
belts, arms, pump jack
he fell off and was run over. Hi3 lo- few years was supposed to he incur shapeliness about
buy. No special platform to build.
wer jaw was broken in four places able. For a great many years doc- who brings them regularly to us to be
4 and he sustained other injuries.
tors pronounced it ' a local disease cleaned and pressed. We do not take
and prescribed local remedies, and by long, but we do take pains, with he
Ten Cases of Smallpox at El Paso
"There are but 10 cases of smallpox constantly failing to cure with local result that our customers' clothes al
in the city's eruptive hospital, accord- treatment, pronounced it Incurable.
ways look like new. You will get the
ing to statements of health depart- - Science has proven catarrh to be a
wearing new
ment officials Wednesday morning, constitutional disease and therefore reputation of always us
if you give
your clean
None are serious. The list includes, requires
constitutional treatment garments
and pressing work. No delays at
ing
908
Grace
Mrs.
Octavia
manufactured
Catarrh
Rutherford,
Hall's
Cure,
all we call for and deliver goods.
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
street; Mrs. Ruby Youngblood, ajby F. J. Cheney & Co., Tetfo O., Is
Can be used for other work when not
nurse and Levi Liles, three years old' ith'i only constitutional cure on mar- pumping. Has special pulley for this
El Paso Herald.
ket. It is taken internally in doses
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.
Mi
H
H
Witnesses Abesnt The case of f r0m 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
H Yrieno Sanchez, indictd on a
PUMP
charge act8 directly on blood and mucous
and Makes It Hump
of criminal assault, was continued in surfaces 0f system. They offer one
the 34th district court at El Paso. The hundred dollars for any case it afils
absence of witnesses was responsible. j0 cure. Send for circulars and testi-Th- e
case of Aniceto Medina, also monials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address:
charged with criminal assault, will
probably be dismissed as he has mar Toledo, Ohio.
ried Carmen Palacias, the prosecut- il Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ing witness. At the first trial of the
case in December, the jury disagreed
and was discharged.
Planning Legislation W. C. Reid.
We Have Built Up
H. J. Hagerman, Chas. de Bremond,
of Roswell, and Breeb Hurst, of Dexter, have been appointed by the president of the Pecos Valley Fruit GrowSole Agents For
ers' association as a committee to
THE PACE FOR 1911
draft a proposed drainage law to be
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
will surely be set by our livery sta
of
first
to
the
legislature
presented
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
the state of New Mexico and Alexanprivate ones. If you
FEHOCJSE
IN SANTA
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN
der McPherson, Judge J. M. Dye
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
and J. C. Hamilton, of Roswell; F. G.
or you have an engagement where a
MitchF.
D.
and
of
Carlsbbad,
Tracy,
carriage is necessary or proper, send
ell, of Hagerman, are to prepare one
us word and we will see that you are
for a horticultural inspection kw.
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
Both drafts are to be considered by
and
be pleased with our service
a
the members of the association at
prices.
meeting to be called by the president.
Marriage Licenses Marriages liWILLIAMS 4 RISING
WE HANDLE LUMBER
censes were issued at Estancia to
Juan Romero and Rosa Sedillo, both In large quantities and have every 110 San Francisco St 'Phone 189 Ret
of Manzano and George M. Huston modern facility for furnishing the
Valentines the latest Specialty-Chine- se
Lily
FI
and Antonia Sedillo, both of
I LLU W
bulbs-Pret- ty
very best rough or dressed
for tables decoration 15c each
I

WE CAN'T BE ON THE LEVEL AND SELL POOR TOOLS.
BE ON THE LEVEL WITH YOURSELF.
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY POOR TOOLS.
OUR POLICY HAS ALWALS BEEN THE BEST IS CHEAPEST

THOMAS P. DBLGADO, Mgr.
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FRANK F. GORMLEY.

Screened

Kk 45

fflT

OWFR

LIw

28145

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
still have a fine assortment of attractive; low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

we

...

S'-

-

I

Mother Dies in
Germany Mrs.
Charles Ilfeld this morning received
a cablegram informing her of the
death of her mother, Mrs. Nordhaus,
at her home in Paderborn, Westphalia, Germany. Mrs. Nordhaus was also the mother of Max Nordhaus ot
this city. Mrs. Ilfeld, on a recent trip

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

Santa

Lumber

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single,
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

Charles W. Dudrow

PHONE RED 122.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

!Phne

9

When In Need of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

we are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
;of every description,
enabled to make the very best prices aundry on onMondaye andandTuesdays
deliver
Thursdays
Fridays
for Lumber of such high grade. and
work is guaranteed; your
All
on
to
figure
your
Ve will be pleased
mended
and
buttons
socks are
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLE

Moun-tainai-

Carnations, Lilly of the Valley, Roses and Violets
Wedding Bouquets, Funeral Designs,
THE CLADERON GARDEN

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

LEO HERSCK

RATON
YANKEE

j

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Af
Yti

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. 4 8. F. Iiecot.

ft

j

j

Wholasali

We have it.

WHOLESALE
Ah D RETAIL

il

j

J

S

WS-S-

If it's Hardware

1L

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

END.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS. WE WANT YOUR
AND WE "WANT YOUR GOOD WILL. COME TO SEE US.

RATES RIGHT.
Sb

(topar Inih

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONE RED 123.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1911.

TAKE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, Jf. M.

Waiting aoesnt pay.
If you neglect the aching back,

i

i
i

Foster-Milbur-

2

1--

4

2

1-- 4

4

4

2

4

1-- 2

1--

'

323-33-

above-mentione- d

un-a"b-

8439-0690-

4

1-- 4

2

NEW MEXICO

-,

Roswell, New Mexico.
.
Point of the Southwest"
West
"The
Ranked by United States War DepartInstitution."
ment as "Distinguished
Array officers detailed by War Department
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS---

'

A. CAHOON President,
W, G. HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
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a legislative
determination
that
street sprinkling does not confer upon
abutting property owners such a special benefit as to authorize local asIn such a case it may
sessments.
well be doubted whether the question
Is open at all for judicial determination, in the absence of constitutional
restrictions, such as are contained in
state constitutions.
Page &..Jones Taxation by Assessment, section 2f2.
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My neighbors and friends declare i sending us on order as the tires may
if foi any reason they are
bad worked a miracle for me. Lvd:
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Wl-ion examination.
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cal period of a woman's existence.
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It Grows Hair

t'a' letter to Sirs. Pinkhaiii, at Here Are Facts We Want
You to Prove at Our Risk
Vniv Mass. licr advice is free,

Trenton. X. J., Feb. 10. Governor
Woodrow Wilson and lames R. Nu
gent, chairman of the state Democratic
committee, clashed yesterday aftsr the
executive had sent for the state chairman. During the interview the governor, who is five feet seven inches
in height, declared that if Mr. Nugent,
who stands more than
six feet, in
height, dared to Interfere with any of
hs
the legislation he had proposed
would thrash him.
Carson vs. Brockton Sewerage ComTt is said that the governor's wrath
mission, 182 U. S. 398.
increased to such an extent that Nu-- j
Williams vs. Eggleston, 170 U. S.
gent had to beat a hasty retreat from
304.
the executive office for fear the govOf course, property can not be ta- ernor might carry out his threat withken if no benefit at ail is reveived lout further delay. It is declared that'
and it may be plaintiffs, owning va- the
president of Princeton
cant lots, can show that they are so university made the threat in all sespecially situated that they receive riousness.
no benefit.
This is a question of
Mr."
of the
Nugent is a
tact which may possibly be open to erstwhile
United
States
Senator,
But the right of a James Smith, Jr., who aspired reinvestigation.
court to hold that street sprinkling cently for a return to the Senate, but
can not be made the subject of local who was defeated by the efforts of
taxation in the face of a legislative Governor Wilson, who supported .las.
determination to the contrary may Y.. Martine, the primary choice.
well be doubted.
After Smith's defeat Nugent is said
to
have made the declaration that the
Plaintiffs further urge that the act
of 1903 has been repealed by Chapter Smith faction woulu "get Wilson." Re
31 of the Laws of 1909, but I do not ports reached the governor's ears that
the Smith element, of which Nugent
regard this contention as sound.
is spokesman and legislative director,
in
Plaintiffs further
the
urge
had planned to kill the legislation
first count of this complaint, that that Wilson was pledged to have passthe city did not estimate and deter- ed.
mine upon the face of the ordinance
Nugent was active yesterday and
the aggregate cost of sprinkling each the governor, hearing of his activity,
of the streets in the sprinkling dis- sent for him. The stormy interview
trict as is required by Section 1 of the followed. As to the state chairman.
act. The assessment provided for in Mr. Nugent accompanied Mr. Wilson
the ordinance complained of is a cer- all over New Jersey during the cam
tain price per front foot per annum, naign, and they seemed the best of
and I must assume, in the absence friends then.
of explanation in the pleadings or
briefs, that the total cost of the LIQUOR SELLING TO BE
sprinkling had been divided by the to
ALLOWED ON SUNDAY.
tal number of lineal feet of the streets
j
i
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Marvelous as it. may seem, Itexall
"!:!" fair Tonic has grown hair on
FOR HEXT Furnished front room
heads that were once bald. Of course, in
GOVERNOR AND ATTORNEY
modern house. Apply New Mexican.
GENERAL AT LOGGERHEADS. i nnone of these cases were the hair
roots dead, nor had the scalp taken
FOR SALE; Good Jersey cow a
Lightfoot Wants to Spend $25,000 on a glazed, shiny appearance.
cash register. Apply Coronndo hotel.
Rexall
Hair
Tonic
acts
scien
Without
Trusts
Inter
Fighting
tifically, destroying the perms which
ference from Colquitt.
are usually responsible for baldness,
SALESMEN Side line, new adverovernor;" I)enetrat('s to the roots of the hair, tising novelties. Good commission.
Austin, Texas, Feb. 10
stimulating and nourishing them. It Hawkeye Novelty Co., Lyons. Iowa.
Colquitt and Attorney General I.isht- - is
a most pleasant toilet
necessity, is
foot are at cross purposes in regard delicately perfumed and will not gum
LOST Gold watch, between Manto an appropriation of S2."i.(ino for the ;or permanently stain the hair.
use of the state's law department in
We want you to get a bottle of hattan avenue and College street.
fighting trusts, etc. Lightfoot takes Hexall "i;i" Hair Tonic and use iti Monogram D. W. A. Return to D. V.
Anderson.
the position that he should draw from as directed.
If it does not relieve
this sum without awaiting the gov- scalp irritation, remove
dandruff, preernor's sanction in the matter. Gov- vent the hair from
FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
out and
ernor Colquitt assumes that no mon- promote an increased falling of hair, Premier No. 2
growth
Typewriter. Also two
should
be
drawn from this fund and in every way give entire satisfac- Standard incubators,
ey
in
conwithout his consent. This const itut as tion, simply come hack and tell us, dition. Apply Box 41G perfect
Santa
Fe,
the bone of contention which promis- and without question or
formality we N. M.
es to make things rather chilly be will hand back to
you every penny
tween the law department and the you paid us for it. Two sizes, 50c,
WANTED
Bright, prepossessing
governor of the stale.
and $1.00. Sold only at our store
with tact, for traveling poAs the matter stands today the leg- - The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug young lady
sition in this territory. Splendid opislative committee is a unit in favor j Company,
portunity for right party. Experiof Lightfoot's contention and indica- ence unnecessary.
Y, New Mexican.
tions are to the effect that the bill NEW MEXICO AND
for this appropriation will pass pracTEXAS GROW PEANUTS.
j
TYPEWRITERS.
vote.
The
tically by a unanimous
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
governor declares he will veto the bill. These Will Be
Keen ComEventually
Some time ago previous to Colquitt's
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- petitors With the Goobers
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
inauguration, he voiced an opinion in
Grown in Georgia.
this matter which brought on sharp
(and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarcorrespondence between himself and
Houston, Texas, Feb. 10. Peanuts
the attorney general. In this passage
Santa Fe Typewriter Exanteed.
Carolinas. change.
of words the law department appear- from Georgia and the
Phone 231.
ed to have the best of the argument, which have had the right of way and
so those in a position to know thought have been considered the best grown ..SALESMAN
wanted to place our
at that time. It appears now that the in the world, are finding a sharp com- modern
contracts for protection
for
in
honors
Texas
first
the
exoffice
petitor
and the
attorney general's
loss of time. They are an exand New Mexico grown peanut. Al-- j against
clusive
line. Good opportunities to
most every market center today has
gcther in perfect harmony.
earn
and permanent control
money
the Texas goober for sale in large of
the business. Energy your only inthis
with
quantities. Experiments
FAMOUS VIOLIN OF
vestment.
National Casualty ComMAUD POWELL ATTACHED. plant have shown that no part of the pany, Detroit, Michigan.
Colorado Judge So Interprets Law,
country is better adapted to its pro-- i
Which Is Much Stricter Than
and
Former Booking Agent Had it Seized duction than Southwest Texas,
New Mexico Statute.
If you want anything on earth try
New Mexico. In the Nueces and Rio
in Satisfaction of an Alleged
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Grande
cultivation
is
carried
valleys
Indebtedness.
deci
Denver, Colo., Feb.
on by irrigation and is giving splension handed down by Judge Carlton
SAI.K OF TIMIiKR. I Ust rlct No 3 Albu
did financial returns for the effort.
San
10.
Maud
Feb.
Antonio,
Texas,
Side
West
Bliss at the
January 6, 1911, Sealed
querdtie. N. M
courMonday
bills
season
inarkedoutsidf "hid Umber Sale Apo!
tons
the
the
renowned
During
and
past
Powell,
many
violinist,
in the case of Bernard Organ, proprie1. 1910, Pecos'' and addressed
Isov.
plication,
District F(eester. Atlmqueniiie New
tor of the Chateau Lafayette, who her famous violin were separated last peanuts were shipped from the two tothe
for a time, .the strong arm of the sections named and the farmers in Mexico vill tie received up to and includ-ini- z
was indicted by the grand jury for night
12th
l'Ul for all
of
the
law reaching in and taking the instru- other parts of the state are making merchantabledaydead February
timtar standing or
selling liquor on Sunday, is exciting ment
down, and the live llmlier marked for.
had
after
she
finished
an
just
i,.oiiiaU,c tiuj.s. j,i ,,.,,,,,,..
ntn,.,.,.. on deslirlllltmuch interest among the other resat tne Grand opera some localities it is extensively grown i area of niuiF,,i.t
tHi.iieres, pfiiiK that part
taurant owners who were Indicted on entertainment
TI8N.K, 12 K, N.M. I'. M. lylim
house in this city. A former booking as a forage crop and in this respectJofScc.-JBsouth of
illow creek, surveyed
lana
the same charge. Judge Bliss in his agent claimed that Miss Powell and
.
New
alone farmers consider it very valua- within the Prco National
to lie fjru.wK) feet I?. M.
Mexico,
estimated
ruling held that the statute prohibit- her husband, Godfrey
were in ble But it is the production of the of Western Yellow pine, oiiKlii- - ft r, and
Turner,
of
and
saloons
in
liquor
ing the sale
debted to him and an attachment was nut that promises the
KuBehnan spi nee saw and tie Umber, more
greatest re- or
less. No hid of less then ?2.'0 p. r M. feet
other places on Sunday does not ap- sued out on this claim. When the
M, M w 11 he considered and a di posit of
the
size
and
the
turns,
quality
making
ply to bona fide restaurants. He also official seized the instrument
$500
must do sent to the First National
Miss Texas grown variety a favorite in all
held that there is a distinction be- - Powell clune to it and for a timA
liank, AlbiHineniue. New Mexien. for each
.
Forester.
hid
submitted to the
tween restaurant ana places wnere !use(i to let n be taken from her market centers.
Timber upon valid claims - e. mped from
all bidi
t
ami
anv
rej.-cri
tr'i
sale.
The
in
rood is rurnisne-!ine urgan case However, when it was explained that
Is reserved, For furl her intot motion
If you want anything on earth try
sales address Forest supervisor
win oe earned to tne supreme court, lile violin would be released when
Mexico.
Cecos National lorestl I'eco-- .
New Mexican Want Ad.
and If that tribunal upnoms the fleci bond was given, she consented to sur
Forester
EAKLK H.CI.A I'l'.Acttnn
sion of Judge V.ass, similar indictit and after it was carefully
ments against several other places tucked away in its case it was car- will be dropped. The cases against ried to the county jail. A few hours
twenty saloon men Indicted by the later the necessary bond was made
grand jury for f iling liquor on Sun out and the instrument returned to
day, set for tria' today, were contin- Miss Powell. Mr. Turner claims the
ued until the supreme court hands complainant has no claim against his
wife but simply desires to annoy her.
down Its decision.
j

-

one-tim- e

son-in-la-

the sprinkling districts, thereby
arriving at the price per foot.
For the reasons stated the demurrer
to the first count of this complaint
will be sustained with leave to plead
further in twenty (20) days.

In

February

Judge.

3, 1911.

THREE VERY IMPORTANT
MEETINGS AT CHICAGO.

j

j

e
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National
Irrigation Congress, Live
Stock Association and United
States Land Exposition.

It,
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-
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Chicago, Feb. 10. "We intend to
make the 19th National Irrigation
Congress in Chicago, December 5 to
9, an event to be remembered," said
Thomas D. Knight, a member of the
Chicago Irrigation Association, who
is keenly Interested In the coming con-

Kori-st-

I

t

.

ir

''"

particulars and illustrated catalogue address. Col. JAS.W. WILSON,
Superintendent,

'a.

(.21

RIDE IN THE MOON

-

vention
"The National Livestock Association and the United States Land and
Irrigation Exposition will be in session about the same time," he added,
"and with these three important gatherings Chicago will be busy entertaining its visitors. The irrigation con
gress, of course, holds the first place LITTLE DROPS OF WATER,
and we shall do everything to make
LITTLE GRAINS OF SAND.
it an
success.
There will
be many able speakers, including
Make a Mighty Difference, When
President Taft and William Jennings
in the Price of
Bryan, and others who are interesteo
Land.
in progress and development."
Denver, Colo.. I'eb. 10. When John
De Witt, poet laureate of the Inland
DOWN TO THEIR
Northwest,
Empire of the Pacific
LAST HALF DOLLAR. wrote: "Little crops of water, mingled with the s ad, make a mighty
New York Family Gives Up Heart- difference in the price of land," or
words to that er.'ect, he gave conci
rending Struggle Against Adversity and Finds Death.
testimony that he had soma experience in the cost of orchard lands
New York, Feb. 10. Their savings before and after irrigation, as was
gone, with no work available and with demonstrated b: the sale of an 120
starvation in sighf, Frank Bernard, acre orchard for $100,000. Land is
aged 32, and his wife, Mamie, aged worth what it will produce, and ex30, decided that the struggle for ex- perts declare that land will never be
istence was too great. While their cheaper than ii is today.
two sons, Georgia, 4, and Daniel, 2
The National Irrigation Act is rewere sleeping in their little apartment garded by most observers of condion the third floor of their Brooklyn tions in the arid and semi-aristates
statute yet
home, the parents turned on the gas as the most beneficial
and went to sleep. 7Today Joseph Bar- placed upon the federal books. Farmrett, a bus driver, who lives on the ers and orchardists in the western
top floor of the tenement bouse, smell- cotihti ball it as the second emanciing gas broke Into the Bernard pation proclamation, as it has freed
apartments. All four of the family thousands from drudgery in the
were dead In their beds. Neighbors thronged cities and made them indesaid that Mrs. Bernard told them on pendent prosperous and happy in
Monday that they were down, to their comfortable homes on fertile lands
in the open country.
last fifty-ces
piece.
Min-gle-

d

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
'GAOLISEf AND ' SUPPLIES;

Palace Ave.
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F. W. PARKER,
At Santa Fe, New Mexico,

MILITARY INSTITUTE
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WHAT
111 A

the elements of a public use
and a special local benefit, a legisla- Nation Wide Movement to Have Boys
tive determination presents no jtid'
and Girls Study Rather
ical question.
Than Wa'te Time.
Cooley on Taxation, p. 1217, 1217,
:ia;ion-widNew York, Feb. M.
170 U. S., 45.
of
la this case the legislature iocs movement for the a
rot fix the boundaries of the t,M,nq Creek letter fraterni-schoolIhe ho;iri!
has been start,
iar.d
district, and hence the owners
e New York
the district must be heird as oi superintendents of
is
Their roeon
t" whether aay benollt w"l be fccei-vt- schools.
m school
Thi.-- ,
as bused on reports recciv d
by the improvement
w have seen, is secured in hi,'
superintendents in '.v:. seven of
all but
to foreclose the lien.
liut, the chief cities of the
prova!.
when the fact appears that stni be- one of them expressi i! ,i
Above all, fraternitbs II! the high
nefit is to be received the legislative
'
ncourag-o- f
determination that the eh a rut shiill schools are condemned ,,
an
s,
unwholesome
ins
secrecy
una
to
be according
certain rule is
aim ng pupils at a time n;' ii'e vhn it
assailable.
is most necessary that
iv shall be
Irrigation District vs. Bradley, n;i. the frankest and mcst
;if served
U. S. 112, 17G.
fidt nee between paren
children."
In this connection council for plain-tiff- s
It is explained that
'he strictures
cites and relies upon Norwood made by the commit'
against high
vs. Baker 172 U. S. 209, as establish- - school fraternities ar
sed largely
ing a different principle to the effect nu the yo,n o the pupils who form
that local assessment can not be the membership, and do not apply
laid according to the front foot rule equally tc college fra" rnitis. As a
without a hearing as to benefits, but rule, it is said, such li kIi school frathe Supreme Court M the United ternities merely ape the superficial
States, in French vs. Paving Com- and not the fundament;!! trails of the
dispany, 181 U. S. 324, expressly
college fraternities, perverting these
claims any such effect of the Norwood into snobbishness and a dominating atcase.
titude tow:ards pupils outside of the
It is finally urged that the street fraternities.
There are now some fifty fraternipsrinkling is not a local improvement
at all, for which local assessment may ties in the high schools of this city
be levied and for that reason that the all of which will be abolished if ths
XTpon this quesstatute is invalid.
board of education approves the retion there is a great conilict of au- port of the superintend nts.
thority. The court seems to be
about equally divided in number and
GOVERNOR WILSON SCARES
standing, and each side is supported
DEMOCRATIC LEADER.
by strong arguments.
They are collected in 1 Abbott's Municipal Cor- Threatens to Thrash Boss Who is
porations, page 795.
Holding Up Executive's LegisIt is to be observed that there is
lative Program.

bines

Roswell Assesses
Property Owners
for Cost In Proportion to Front-tag- e
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follows.
on Street Covered.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backIn the District Court of the Fifth
ache,
Cure every kidney ill.
Judicial District sitting in and for
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
Chaves county.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
V. S. Bateinan, et al.
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a pleas-ur- e
vs.
to corroborate the public stateCity of Roswell, No. 1873.
ment I gave In favor of Doan's
Plaintiff3 are owners of a certain
ney Pills about seven years ago. I block in the City of Roswell which is
found them to be an excellent remedy unoccupied.
The dfendant, city, in
and I have never hesitated to vouch pursuance of Chapter 11G of the laws
for their merit when an opportunity of 1903, by ordinance provided for a
has been presented. For two years sprinkling district in the city, which
I was in bad shape from backache and included the streets on the north and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kid- east side of the block owned by plainney Pills were brought to my notice, tiffs. Plaintiffs bring this plea to enI resolved to try them. They not only
the fastening of a lien upon their
trove away the backache, but regu- join
for the cost of sprinkling.
property
lated the passages of the kidney se- A demurrer was interposed to the
cretions and toned up my entire sys- first count of the complaint on the;
tem. When my back hr3 bothered me
ground that the same fails to state
during the past two and a naif years, fact3 sufficient to constitute a cause
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
Pills and they have never failed to
upon the theory that the act under
bring relief."
which the
proceeded Is violative
For sale by all druggists. Price 50 of the city
. constitutional
guarantee
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
the taking of property withNew York, sole agents for the United against
The arguout due process of law.
States.
In support of the plea proceeds
ment
Remember the name Doan's and
upon several propositions.
take no other.
It is urged that the act makes no
provision for a hearing of the taxNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
payer at any stage of the proceedings.
It is to be observed, however, that the
Department of the interior,
lien created by the levy of the assessUnited States Land Office.
ment is to be enforced in the same
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
manner as liens for assessments for
folloNotice Is hereby given that the
street improvements. By secother
wing-named
.claimant has filed no- tion 7 of
42 of the Laws of
tice of his intention to make final 1903, it is Chapter
provided that such liens
of
in
claim
his
under
support
proof
be foreclosed in the same mansections 16 and 17 of the act of March may as
ner
mortgages may be foreclosed.
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., S54), as amended
Thus it apears that no summary proby the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will ceeding is provided for subjecting
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. the property of the tax payer to the
S. Ct, Commissioner at Cuba, N. M., payment of the assessment, but a regon March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E. ular judicial proceeding is provided,
Sturges, of Albuquerque, N. M., for in which, of course, the tax payer
SB
SE 4 NE
the N
SE must be served with process, 'will
of Sec. 10, W
and NE
NW have opportunity to be heard, in
of SW
NW
which, I assume, every question as
NE 4 SW
W
SE
NW
E
and SW to the legality and amount of the tax
4
SW 4 of NW
of Sec. 11, T. levied will be available to him. This
13 notice and opportunity to be heard.
20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses It. is sufficient if at any time before
to prove his actual continuous advers the tax payer's property is finally subpossession of said tract for twentj jected to the tax, he has notice and
years preceding the survey of the hearing, and the particular time, in
township, viz.:
the course of the proceedings, is imE. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose material.
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
Hager vs. Reclamation District, 111
Any person who desires to protest U S.
701, 710.
against the allowance of said proof,
Trust Co. vs. Lexington, 203 U. S.
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
1 Page & Jones on Taxation by Ascf the Interior Department why such
Section 125, 132.
sessment,
proof should not be allowed will be
It is urged that in the territory, at
given an opportunity at the
least, there is no power in the legistime and place to
to delegate the taxing power
lature
the witnesses of said claimant,
It is
and to offei evidence in rebuttal of to subordinate municipalities.
that submitted by claimant.
argued that territorial legislatures
do not possess as complete legislative
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register. power as state legislatures. I am
to understand the force of this
argument and dismiss It as unsound.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
In states, in the absence of constitu(06904)
tional restrictions, this power may be
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. delegated.
Bauman vs. Ross, 167 U. S. 593.
February 8, 1911.
I therefore hold that the applicaNotice is hereby given that Pascual
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on tion of power to cities in the act of
Aug. 4, 1903, mad3 homestead entry 1903 is lawful.
.
No.
for NW
NE
It is to be observed in this connecS
NE
SE
NW
Section tion that the act delegates to cities
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. the power only of
determining the
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenor necessity of establishing
propriety
tion to make final five year proof, to sprinkling districts and
establish claim to the land above de- the boundaries of the same.determining
The rule
scribed, before Register or Receiver, of assessment is fixed
the
by
legislaU. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., ture
itself in the act, and this leads
on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
o the next question presented, vl
Claimant names as witnesses:
to what extent, if at all, is a leg' sit.
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
of a rule to taxCruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., tive determination
ation assailable in the courts?
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
In this case the legislative deterMANUEL R. OTERO, .
Register. mination is according to the fro .it- 1--

'

Under such circumstances GREEK LETTER FRATERNITIES
NOT FOR HICH SCHOOLS.
assuming that the Improvement com- foot rule.

JUDGE PARKER SUSTAINS
SPRINKLING ORDINANCE.

IT IN TIME.
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If You Knew

How Good

'S

GREATEST

are the sweet,

ASSET

crisp

bit's

of

strength and bodily health.
The bread winner cannot afford to
give out.
It is a vital necessity that he keep
his nervous and muscular system in
good condition to withstand the daily
wear and tear of life.
Those who are
weakened
or nervous should remember that
nothing excels Vinol, which is a combination of the medicinal elements of
the cod's liver and tonic iron, to
i? physical

Post
Toasties

run-dow-

strengthen the digestive organs,

'4

-

K

cre-

try

It is served direct from
the package with cream
or milk, and sugar if de-

run-dow- n

run-dow-

least,

is made
of
The food
perfectly ripe white corn,
rolled
cooked, sweetened,
and toasted.

ate an appetite, make new blood and

restore strength.
Prof. James Mitchell of Jasper
Ont., says his system was
to a critical point from overwork.
A
friend told him to take Vinol. He did
so and is now enjoying perfect health,
and he considers Vinol a wonderful
tonic. (We guarantee this testimonial to be genuine.)
We ask every
over
worked, weak person in this vicinity
to try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that their money will be
returned If it does not do all we
claim. Capital Pharmacy.

you would, at
'em.

Comiv..,...,

', "

-

ts,?"",lrV'

Limited

sired
A

breakfast favorite!

"The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal

Co., Ltd.,

Battle Creek, Mich.
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"During the last decade the river
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Miss Mamie Lamberson leaves today
for Albuquerque for a visit.
I
Mrs. C. Howard is at the Sanitari
um for a minor surgical
Chief Justice William H. Pope is at
C'iovis, Curry county, this week.
Mrs. Joseph Hersch has gone to
California to spend several weeks.
W. A. Gorham of Lake Charles,
Mich., is registered at the Sanitarium.
Captain Fred F.jrnorr of ihe Moun'-ePolice is expected back from
tomorrow.
William H. Stewart and wife of
Olean, New York, are registered at
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the Sanitarium.
F. W. Farmer has returned from
Taos Where he instituted a 11
f
American Yeomen.
The Saturday Bridge Club will meet
tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. A. B.
Renehan, east Palace avenue.
E. S. Parker of Albuquerque, who
is in the insurance business, was an
arrival on the noon train.
Rev. J. G. Mythen. rector of the
church of the Holy Faith, is visiting
in EI Paso, Texas. He will return to-
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Mr. and Mrs. W. Schnepple of San
Antonio, Texas, are sightseers registered at the Coronado hotel.
P. H. Kunenter, C. E. Burdict and
E. P. French, are Denverits
registered at the Montezuma hotel.
TJ. S.
Commissioner
J.
Harry
Fincke of Moriarty, Torrance county,
was a business visitor in town today.
Mrs. Frank P. S'urges, who has
been quite ill at her home on Montezuma avenue, is reported to be much

WATSON & COMPANY

-

(C..

A.

BISHOP.)

"

St

19 Sanfranciscc

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our
Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
some polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
AKERS-WAGNE-

Furniture

R

EXPERT EMBALMERS

1

Miss Pauline Tressler, Mrs. D. D.
Hudson and Mrs. C. W. Beaumon of
Denver, are registered at the Sanitarium.
Attorney A. M. Edwards, who has
been here on the Coolidge land case
left today for hi3 home in Farming-ton- ,
San Jnnan county.
Thomas F. Gaylord of Lafayette, Indiana, who is interested in the Ramon
Vigil Grant, 20 miles west of .Santa
Fe is in Santa Fe on his way to Buck-man- .

Co.

DIRECTORS.

Collections.

Real Estate

Insurance

En

FUNERAL

&

better.

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL

DW

Ul iYUll CITY BANK

BUILDING

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
team Heat.
Fe.
For rates and

ralT

n'

hayward,

J0SEPH

B
Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract Rea!ty & ,nsurai,ce Aency-addressRoom No- - 8 Capital City Batlk BulMinft Santa Fe' N"

or

TClT

1ULL1GM &

1

!

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
DAY ANIGHT
JPHONE

PICTURE

FRAmlNG

i
PALACE

125

CPI)
AND

TASTEFULLY

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE
i

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
me at my salon
Just call on eve
or busy noon
At morn or
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit tbe contour of your face.
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shoo is neat and lowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the ralnd.
.

FIRST CLASS

BATH

-

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S

A

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta

Mm'

J.
"United States Attorney D.
Leahy, who had been confined to his
home several days by sickness, was
able to be at his office today." Las
Vegas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Wallace, who
have been at the Sanitarium, left today for their home in Grand Junction,
Colo.
Mr. Walalce has been here on
legal business.
"D. D. Bronson, general Inspector
of the United States forest service of
Washington, I). C., is spending several days in the city." Albuquerque
Morning Journal.
J. If. Clark, a prominent real estate dealer and orchardist of San
Juan county, who has been here on
legal business, has returned to his
home in Farmington.
"H. O. Gibson, of the N. M. C, and
W. D. Shea, of the D. & R. G at Santa Fe, were in town yesterday looking after business for their respective
lines." Willard Record.
"W. D. Shea of the D. and R. G.,
was here on railroad business. L. L.
Gibson, traveling freight agent, New
Mexico Central railroad, was here in
the Interest of his road." Estancia
Daily Herald.
the
W. H. Stewart, representing
World's Dispensary Medical Association of Buffalo, N. Y., is in the city
He is accompanied by Mrs. Stewart,
and they are on their way to the
coast.
Col. Venceslao Jaramillo, of El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, and Oscar C.
Snow, fo Las Vegas, members of the
territorial water board, are registered
at the Palace. Mr. Snow Is accompanied by Mrs. Snow.
Miss Lulu F. Pankey will leave tonight for an extended trip to California and Mexico, and will be accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Ralph Miller of California, who has been visiting her parents, Hon. and Mrs. B. F.
Pankey on Chapelle street.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(014569

Fe, N U

Pecos National Forest.
Syndicat- e- Department of the Interior,
Premium remedies are not patent me
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
WOOD'YS HACK LIKE dicines, every premium remedy guar
January 17, 1911.
Act, June 11, 1906.
anteed as represented or your money
Notice is hereby given that William
From
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who. on Novem
TAOS
TO
cold
are
tablets
BARRANCA
unexcelled, get .them ber 25, 1910, made homestead entry
SE
NW
for N
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more 'than the NNo. 2 014569.
SE
NW
and NE
SE
inferior kind. Sold only by the CaBounds Trains.
of Section
SE
NW
SW
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E.. N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed rotice of in
the north bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
tention to make final five year proof,
THE CAPITAL
to establish claim to the land abovs
Ten miles shorter than any other
described, before Register and Resood
Good
and
covered
hack
way.
ceiver, TJ. S. land office at Santa Fe,
tnams.
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
Eu-idciaii to &a)c Fab
Tiling
Claimant names as witnesses:
nerei CoufortLbl.
s
A Co.
Successors to Stripling-BurrowJ. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Ri
vera, and Cristino Rivera, all of PeAmerican

Druggists

4

2

4

4

4

PHARMACY

y

FARE S3"

1--4

$5.00

II you want anything on eartn
,
a New Mexican Want Ad.

--

cry

1

'a

If you wint anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

try

cos, N. M.
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Wallace Predicts Orchardists
Will Reap Rich Rewards From
Peach and Apple Crops.
S.

They Fit Perfectly
Yes Madam, We "DO" recommend

DUE TO DISEASED BLOOD

Every symptom of an oM s re
While leaving for o. liver this morn- jrests diseased blood. The in
- and Rio
discharge, dihcolored
;,nd
i
ing on the
Grande, the fact
that local applications hive
W. S. Wallace, th..- w ;t!thy real esno permanent effect toward healinf
tate dealer and orchurdist of Grand the
ulcer, shows that deep down in
Junction, Colorado, discussed the use the system titer 's v morbid
cause for
that will be ma'.!.- (,f the Coolidge the sore. But
::iore
proof
property the right of ownership of that bad b'ood is thuconvincing
causefcr these
u settled in court
which has just
places is furnLiiod bv the f.n-- t that
here. "There will
'
iUI','s 01
re or ulcer by
removing the
s nd, "put out at K,IrHc;i1
pies and pears,"
,W
at an early date ;,!(! we anticipate (always return.
N'atme will
anv
s will be given to sore if the
an immense imj
bWl i r,i,r..
I
t!,in
fruit raising
is' cleansed
rciington conn but until the
mt.v. At Grand! of all i:npurc r.iatt. r and t.tirralied
try up in San Juan
Junction we naw i:;,nnr pear trees y:th nor.rishin r :ind p'asmic qualities
and 10,000 apple trees which are in the infected condition of 'ik-sis
thriving condition and which show-tha- t OBLIGED to i
S.S.S. heals
fruit growing properly conduct- Old Sores in a perfectly natural way.
ed is one of the great industries for It goes into thv.- blood, removes the
the settler in this art of the world. impurities and morbid matters, adds
Mr. Wallace spoke enthusiastically nourishing- - qualities to this vital
w .Mexico as a Cuid, and brings about the very con
of the future of
new state and was coniident that the
ditions that are
class of immigration in the next fw
nece ssary before any sore
years will be most desirable and tend
can heal. S.S.S.
greatly to develop the resources of
is a
this empire.
perfect
blood purifier,
APPROVED BY B'C MAJORITY.
acting directly
on the circulation through
(Continued From r.ice One.)
the stomach and
i mm
iwi i
digestive mem
The aulhon.y to use the
governor.
initiative and referendum is given to bers. Its use makes rich, red, healthy
all incorporated cities, towns and blood, which nourishes all flesh tissues instead of infecting them with
counties and may there be applied the virulent matter
which keep old
to local affairs. In these cases how- sores
book on Old
open.
Special
rent
of
the voters are re- Sores and
ever, 15 per
medical advice free.
any
quired to propose the referendum on
THE SWIFT BrECITlC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.
any measure already adopted.
In the election of officers the consti- and had been
given up to die by sevtution provides that, for the purpose en
I thought so
of ascertaining the wishes of the peo- much about specialists.
death, in fact, that I near
shall
ple, the. legislature
provide for ly died. Then I got the idea of fast-- ,
placing the names of candidates for ing, and have held to it ever since.
United States senators on the offi- In 1S7T I fasted forty-twdays, and
cial ballot at the general election next in 1SS0 I
again caused some stir in
preceding the election of a senator by Denver by fasting forty days. In
the legislature. It instructs the first neither of these cases did I reach tho
legislature, which meets after the ad- limit of my endurance.
mission of the state, to draft a direct
"I am in the best of trim for a long
primary law, providing for the nomi- fast now and I may fast even longer
nation of all officers in this way.
than the time I have decided upon at
The Recall.
present."
The constitution makes provision
Dr. Tanner today told his secrets
for the recall of officers with whom for
young for the first time.
voters are not satisfied, be they elect- The keeping
western physician states that the
ive or appointive. A petition for the
average man or woman eats a great
recall of an officer must be signed deal too much, and in
order to keep
of the voters of the dis- in
by
s
of one's
perfect health,
Aft-trict from which he was elected.
food supply should be cut off.
er the petition is filed a ticket is pre-- j
tl.ii.t-iVi-ti,

n

LET US TELL YOU A LITTLE .SECRET
Do No! .SCOLD YOUR DUE
MAKER,
SHE CANNOT BE EXPECTED To MAKE
YOUR DRE-SPIT PERFECTLY OVER
AN
COR.SET.
THE LINEi OF THE ''C. B'VARE ALWAYS RIGHT AND IN HARMONY
WITH TMELATE.ST .STYLE DEMANDS.
YOUICAN DEPEND ON YOUR GOWN
FITTING. RIGHT IF THE FOUNDATION
I
J A "C. 5." THI-- JEAJON THE
WAIJT LINE HA.S THE .SEDUCTIVE
INCURVE, WHICH 5 So ATTRACTIVE,
THE BU5T 1.5 GRACEFULLY .SLOPED
TOO, AND THE LINE.5 OF THE BACK
ARE .SIMPLY PERFECTION. THEY
GIVE
THE FIGURE THo.SE .SUPURB
.SCULPTURED LINE.5 WHICH ARE JO

-

h-

I

--

;

ILL-FITTI-

mm

MUCH

ae

ADMIRED.

0

W. N. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

.SANTA FE, N.

M

one-fourt- h

two-third-

1

pared for a special

election.

Upon

j

0ivrce

this ticket are printed the charges
against the official, his answer to the
charges, his name and the names of
candidates to succeed him. Unless he
gets the majority of the votes cast, he
is recalled, and the candidate getting
the highest number of votes is declared elected. This recall applies to
judges of the supreme court, judges
of the superior court, and all other ju-

Granted

On

the

ground

Judge Ira A. Abbott in
iof
this dl8trict court at Albuquerque yes- terday issued a decree of divorce to
Elezaria Chavez de Babbitt, from her
husband, F. E. Babbitt.
t,

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE CALL
GOODS EVEN

No Cooking

dicial officials.
Just add a little Cream or
Corporation Commission.
of
the
innovation
Milk; and
greatest
Probably
the constitution of Arizona is its provision for a corporation commission.
This commission Is to exercise all the
powers of railway commissions as established in other states. In addition
is ready to eat
to this, it is given all the powers of
Read "The Roiid to Wellvllle.-- ' In pkfrs
public service corporation commissions such as that Inaugurated by
Governor Hughes In New York. It is
rr
rirniUKitrBl
to have power- to regulate the. opera
tion of all public service corporations
and to fixe charges. It will also have 23S3E332
authority to inspect books and exam- ine into affairs of any
corporation
which offers stock for sale. It has
the sole power..to Issue certificates of

ADOLF

,

OrapeNuts
"There's a Reason"

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
DO NOT PURCHASE

IP YOU

SE'lIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

CAn

CilC

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.'

rUlV

Improved

jiLC

Modern Residences for Rent.

j

-

j

Just

in Fresh:

103

F. M. JONES.

incorporation to companies organizing under the laws of the state.
These are the particular measures
in the constitution of trie new statu Imported Swiss Cheese
that are novel and, therefore, attract
Roquefort! Cheese
attention. Otherwise its stipulation
are such as are duplicated in many of
tuam CfieCSe
the well governed states.
-

j

Palace Ave.

:

AT THE CASH STORE
you

j

j

Most Certain Cure for Most Illness is
to Abstain From Eating for
Definite Length of Time.
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 10. Dr.
Henry S. Tanner, the advocate of pro-longed fasting as a cure for disease,
birth-- ;
today celebrated his eighty-firs- t
day by beginning a fast which he will
endeavor not to break for eighty con-- '
secutive days. "I am going to try
to show the American public the way
to . settle once and for all the beef
trust and the high cost of living," said
Dr. Tanner today. "I am good for an
eighty-da- y
fast ana intend to accom
nlish it. I shy 11 live to be a centenu
rian, and whi n I pass the hundred
year mark I an going to get marnsa. j
"Sick people think that they must

Will

always find

Pineapple Cheese

EIGHTY YEARS OLD ON
EIGHTY DAYS- - FAST. Camembert Cheese
McClaren's

Imperial Cheese

Potato

you

arc looking for

The BEST in Clothing

Thesame in HATS and FURNISHINGS

Pimento Cheese
rTeSll

just what

OUR SHOE STOCK IS THE MOST
COMPLETE IN SANTA
FE.

CflipS

KatlSflS EgfS

30c.

Doz

KanS3S KaflCll EggS

35c.

Doz

City tg?S

50c.

Doz

45c.

Doz

'

PONT FORGET TO TRY

First

A

it

;

j

TflJiT,.!"!'

WIRE UP THOS

A gents

NG

WE HAVE .SEVERAL .5TYLE.5 OF
THE "C, B" AND WILL HAVE No
TROUBLE IN .SELECTING THE ONE
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR
DEMAND.
WE MAKE THE PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT YOU CANNOT GET
BETTER BARGAIN $1.00 $1. 3 5 $1.65
AND $3.50,
$2.00, $2-5-

o

increasing as a cure, and, it is all non- sense when a person stops it, at the
end of thirty days. I am 81 today
and as sound in wind and limb as
any young chap of 21. I can walk far
and run 'if necessary. My brain is
clear and my eyesight and hearing
are excellent.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.' ; "At the age of 40 I was a sick man,

IQHT

Corsets

C. B.

EggS ffOm Connell'S

Poultry Farm,

Sanitary

every egg

guaranteed
Primrose Butter none better

j

35c. pound.

made

SATISFACTION

H.

S. Kaime & Co.

FIRST CLASS
HACK SERVICE

24 Hour Electric Service

and
c

4

1--
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OLD SORES

in new mexico.

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

&

M.

DARK PLACES

For ElectricTrons, Broilers
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

and

Call

and See
them in

Light Company

O

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

ZTwL

ISTc?,

Baggies and Saddle Borses
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Half Million Dollars to Be Expended
for Canais and Ditches in
Orchard District.
Farmington, X. M., Feb. 10. After
several months of delay in straightening out different little technicalities
the directors of the Orchard irrigaRATON NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICEStion district have signed the contract
Comof the Standard Construction
Me ail Up)
1st lt0
pany for the irrigation of 12."!": acres
of fine taesa land lying north of
si'A'ViuNs
The cons traction will start
a
within
few weeks and the contracno
4
Moim-sM...Ar
N.
i.v. lies
3 50
lUmuiMo
tors hope to have the water ready for
3 30
11
'tMnmu
next, spring's crops. The cost of the
3 16
10
t'Hpuliu
3 05
iKil
LI)
ditch is $480,000 and the contractors
2 45
2;,
Thompson
take district bonds in payment.
Si
2 25
'imniiiKtiain
in
1 65
9 ;;.)
42
.I'llfU'I: Hoiko N. M
This scheme has been under way
1 TO
A r
l:tou, N. M. T.v
for several years and the many claim
Ar! 10 15
liuloii. N. M
.lA
builders as well as the owners of
2 I7
943
Ilfum House N" M
9 32
.S Preston
ilwit.v) InnH nmli.r tb snrvcV have
8 55
Oth It'l J UIll'tlOD
J
worked unceasingly to get the work
9 05
2
and now they feel that at last
started
8 20
Colfax
68
is
8 02
.. 'frmsoso
they are to get their reward.
4 43
7 45
Lv
Ar.. ...Cimarron
This proposition was started by C.
6 35
Ar a m
I.v.
Cimarron
V
V. Thurringer of Durango and .1. T.
6 27
Nash
IS
6 17
Harlan
.8
Rice of Farmington.
They had some
94
6 00
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
land they wanted to get watered and
p m
p in
so had a survey made and applied
;.) n ...t. .u ' 'if ix with K. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North'and Soutb.! 3
for a water appropriation from the.
stac., Vr V:m H ttuti X. M, meets trains at Preston X.iM.
Animas river. Their original
plans
!': fxcu. X. M.. for rtllMbotlH wa. X. M.. Jit 9:00 :.. m. illy except were to
St:w!
irrigate about 5,000 acres.
ou oil way $3.50 round trio: fifty pound baffgaxe carried
:".vri'
'inliys.
Other surveys covered 7,000. Then
. for the soiuli at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
M mes, N,
'. AS t ua If
Messi
Thurringer and Rice sold
oi'th at 4:38 n. m.
their surveys and water appropriation
I
M. V.'ILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
to Thomas L. Loftus of Durango, a
C. G. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
ditch contractor well known over this
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent.
section, and president of the Stand- ard Construction Company. Mr. Lof
tus also acquired some other watsr
appropriations as did the Orchard
irrigation district, which had been or--,
gamzed by the people under the sur-- :
vey and was the first irrigation dis-- ;
trict 'organized under the laws of Nsw
enrvove
Afvinrt
IT. T nftn. Knit
made. The high line survey covered
14,000 acres while his low line survey
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
covered only 12,000. On account of
threatened litigation of holders of
Douglas and all Point in New
water
appropriations he cduld not
Mexico
and
to
the
Mexico, Arizona,
build his high line and so the contract
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
has been awarded on the low line sur- -

Colorado Solons Pass a
Law for Females Er.
Factories and f

Eight Hour
oyed in

Denver, Colo., Feb.
wear out the "seats o
while their wives are
clared Mrs. Agnes Ric
tative from Arapahoe
counties as she rolled '
and delivered one ot the
heard in the Eighteen1
sembly.
.Mrs. Riddle stepped r
behalf of the bill prohi
ec1 women
working ni
hours a day. Her spc
feotive that the bill
with only one ii
"This law should be
clared Mrs. Riddle, "in
the women who are en
help the men and als(
men go to work.
Woman Help C

-City men
icir pants"
rlung, de-- ,
represen-
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ong hours and for sucl:
the employers hire lh
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st speeches
general as- -

'Nature's Gift
from the
Sunny South"
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It's too late to lock the stable when

than eight
was so ef-- ;
on second j
tiling vote.
ssed,"
to lulp
ved, but to
make the

been stolen too late to
stomach when indiges
not take time by the forelock by
of all
the breeder of nine-tentindigestion, and insist instead that all your food be cooked
a pure, vegetable shortening which makes
with Cottolene
healthy, digestible food ?
It is ;
Cottolene comes from the cotton fields of the Sunny South.
tin pails to insure freshnes:
clean product, protected by patent
and freedom from contamination. It is recommended by physicians as
being fully as healthful as olive oil.

the horse has
care for your
is
tion upon you. Why
dispensing with hog lard

i!e-til-

i

per.

work such
all pay

that

instead

of

men.

hs

air-tig- ht

"This results in the uman doing
its at home
the work while the ma
f his pants.
and wears out the sea
And while the woman
working and
coming home each eve: t.g to a stuffy
m tie flat she is not go g to raise a

Made only by

family,
This conduion ls
ng. The men
women stay
sh0uld go to work and
,u home an(J raise fgl. !ies. The na-- ;
U()n needs motherSj h(), icinakers and
housewives
We women out in t'ne country;
work is not:
"
monotonous.
We get up at 3 or 4
o'clock in the mornint and get the;
breakfast, milk the civ.s and attend
t0 our Saraens.
Stay Out in the Open.
"We are out in the open air end are

THE N.

K.

flakes Biscuits

FAIRBANK COMPANY

Li

and Flaky

as the Cotto n

Iff

E

will be producing regularly 3ome time
A car load
during the present year.
of new machinery for the Socorro
Mines Company arrived In Silver City
last Friday and is now being freigh-

oil
respected, came up from Las Cruces
this morning and is at the Palace.
Senator Mills says that San Miguel
is all right now on the question of
an enabling act for the admission of
New Mexico as a state, and he is for

strong and healthy. We raise large
Hanover The Indian Copper Comfamilies and it don't bother us to get;
ted to Mogollon.
il also.
up in the night and nut s,: a sick baby. Pan' of Augusta, Maine, which
Governor Prince returned from Las
"And I want to say right here that tends to do business in this territory
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
20 YEARS AGO TODAY Vegas last night. At the meeting of
A few days ago there was a threat- - our men work, too. Tin y don't want with an office at Hanover,
Grant
the directors of the insane asylum
enea .tie-uPaso & Southwestern System
between .tne directors ana to sit arouna ana went' out me seat
f
wp county, has ordered and will soon (From the New Mexican of this date sixteen plans for buildings were pret.nJ
wmb
have.on the ground two or more drills
sented and twelve were rejected.
mt.
1891.)
i,,n'f lot
th
rf)nv
10 be
W
6
mt
electors
of.
der the proposed ditch, the
.In tie city
many girls1
163
Hemosa Copper
Official Census The census office SCHOOL BOY DIED BECAUSE
the district, petitioned their board of
emptoyed mlny of .hen get mar !l,r0pe
l
HE FAILED TO PASS.
" has sent out from Washington the
directors to' approve the contract and ri7d and keep right on working They Coml'any
official announcement of the populanot de av matters loneer. Act ne on
tv,m """
Orange, N. J., Feb 10 Morris Hen-kethis the directors approved the con- - cannot always become good wives. F. L. Cox, an experienced mining man tion of New Mexico by counties as
is
in
of
a
the
are
work.
Plans
follows:
boy, is dead at his
Colfax,
charge
20,913;
Bernalillo,
For Rates and full information aidres
tract, and to comply with the law Tney are thrown into contact with too
will put it up to the voters on
men an(i sorae 0f them find a under way for the organization of a 7,974; Dona Ana, 9,191; Grant, 9,657; home here of grief over his supposed
company to take over and oper- Lincoln, 7,081; Mora 10,618; Rio Ar- failure to pass his final examination
EUGENE A. FOX,
ruary 27th. The petition by the
that they like better than their new
The lad
ate the property now owned by the riba il,534; San Juan 1,890; San Mi- in the eighth grade class.
ers is an indication that it will be; husband,
G. F.&P. A.
Philadelphia Copper Mines Company. guel 24,204; Santa Fe 13,562; Sier- was one of the best pupils in his
unanimously approved.
"Then comes a divorce
It is expected that all of the finan- ra 3,630; Socorro 9,595; Taos 9.S68; grade and when his teachers announEl Paso Texas.
Acording to the contract work must:
Makes Men Qo tQ Work
cial arrangements will be completed Valencia 13.S76. Total, 153,593.
ced through a mistake that he failed
start within thirty days after its
nlake the m3" in a short time and
finished! ' Pass lls bTlU
work
The Socorro Chieftain says: "The to pass his examinations, he collapsed
that
active
proval and the ditch must be
t0 wrk; Let the women stay at will be resumed in the
The
within eighteen months.
For every
early sprjng. Supreme Court has appointed Harry and died a few hours later.
ho.iBework
and
home an( 00
The first work which will be done S. Clancy clerk of that court. The principal of the school, knowing the
'he;r
day over time the company pays the
ot children. That
ls a whole
district a heavy forfeit. Mr. Loftus
will consist of drilling operations. Chieftain is especially glad of this ap boy's record as a scholar, had his pah
the
way
thlngs
tshoultl
a?d that One of the mines owned by this com- pointment, as Mr. Clancy is one oi pers looked over again and found that
!s
to
in
he
water
tha
have
Expects
says
1
wantJ ,ee,theIf-- . A
ditch
for spring planting next;18 the wa
the most worthy young gentlemen in young Henkel had passed the examto pany is the well known Philadelphia New
Representative Walltridge
Mexico; is every way qualified ination but an error had been made
kill the bill by exempting cities 0fjproperty- v
and will fill the position with honor in grading his work.
x uc couL11,-..u me i.wgauou
Com
Chino
The
Copper
from
Hurley
thall
less
Its
25,000
to the territory and himself.
trict is for a ditch capable of carry- - He wag gQ round, scorchedprovisions,
by MrB. pany continues to push aggressively
g
If you want anything on earth try
Judge John R. McFie, popular and
ing 120 second feet of water, but the Ri(Jde
of
the
M-its mine for proand Repree.
preparation
a New Mexican Want Ad.
plans of the construction company sentative Ardoure! that he withdrew duction and the erection of its reducare to build it wide enough to carry jM amendment.
tion plant at Hurley, Grant county.
about 270 second feet so it may be;
At the mine five steam shovels are
El
extended to irrigate 13,000 acres notLAN
s N0W
now at work.
Shovels Nos. 1 and(2
ANT0N0
in the district and located west ol,
A GRETNA GREEN, have been kept working on the ore
the La Plata river and north of Kirt-- ,
body of the well known Romero mine.
land and Fruitland. This means thatf
Performed
to date there has been removed
ITp
Ceremony
Wedding
when the ditch is finally completed
Via
from this ore body 114,510 cubic
Morgue in Connection With
it will bring under irrigation nearly
of waste and 82,725 tons of ore
Undertaking Parlors.
yards
30.000 acres of land
to
tributary
over 2 per cent in copper.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Farmington, for there are about 3,0001 San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 10. Many averaging
It is interesting to note that whereas
PASO TEX.
acres above the ditch to which water!
the drilling assays for this body gave
may be pumped with a thirty foot lift c,
Account
Ws. the ore an
Some m (he VQW Jn
Feb. 9th. to 13th.
average value of the whole
and plans are on foot to furnish cheap, tor.c
m
oM
,n
somp
the
AamQj
of 2.1G per cent, up to the present,
e ectnc power.
sions and recently a couple were unit-Joh- time the
.
average of all the ore reLillard, chief engineer of the ed in
a balloon soaring 1,000 feet moved
i
the steam shovels is 2.2 per
by
Standard Construction Company and,,
the city. But the climax came cent,
the remarkable accurT.
Charles
showing
for
the.
Holly,
AT
, ht wnen
engineer
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
Round Trip from
of
Grace
Shovels
of the earliest tests.
13
Orchard irrigation district have gone:
Feb. 8
CITY OFFICE IN
n an(J Mrs Maud Roberts o acy 3
4 have been employed on
Nos.
and
over the line carefully together and;...
SANTA
FE
were
married in a morgue. Chino Yosemite
this
From this
mine.
it will be one of the best ditches The city,,;,,.
say
.
.
this couple was
ceremony
uniting
. .
.
.
, ., there have been removed about 5,000 Dates of Sale, Feb. 9th to 1 3t h
in iuc went.
NEW MEXICAN PLDG,
Feb. 14th. 1911
Return Limit, Feb. 14th, 1911.
'ine aitcn to cover tne urcnara
J,al" "L "aoLC T "co"Jo
Antonio Undertaking Company's;
district, that is the part thatjofflce at 310 Blum St. It appears that 000 tons of ore. averaging over 2 per
gation
OR
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Steam shovel No. 5 has
is to ne nmsnea wunin a year, is the meeting of Mr. Grace and Mrs. cent copper.
Daylight Trains
as
been
for
such
used
miles
extension
general
With
the
work,
long.
forty
Roberts was a rase ot both being
UNION DEPOT
of
water
sixty-fivit will be
miles long. It;smitten at first sight. Two weeks the completion
ways, public
The stock pile now con- will be 19 feet wide across the
to roads, etc.
Mrs. Roberts was employed
torn and 29 feet across the top. There: coach an amateur musical comedy at tains 94,568 tons of ore, averaging
will be in the first forty miles 2,650 Seguin. One of the members
The graof the over 2 per cent in copper.
lineal feet of steel Hume, 1,533 feet,cast was Mr. Grace who it appears ding and foundation for the machine
of stave pipe and 4,360 feet of tunnel. was not siow in proposing marriage shop has been finished. Work on I
Two steam shovels will be used and and the climax indicates there was a the mill site at Hurley is being pushabout 200 men and 100 teams will be. corresponding willingness on the part ed forward with great rapidity. All
MEX
CO.
NEW
AUTO
ROSWELL
given employment.
jpf the woman. They came to this city of the concrete work for the concenThe land to be reclaimed is some oi and knowing A. L. Ludwig, the pro-th- trator buildings has been completed.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
finest fruit land in the west. It prietor of the San Antonio Undertak-i- s The large ore hin3 are nearing com
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSIall mesa land of good soil, that will'lns and Embalmine Company, asked pletion and the stsel work is now in
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
NESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any prouuee an kinus oi crops in aouna- - his permission to have the ceremony course of erection. If there is no
A
GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
ance.
The
is
all
a
within
land
few performed at his place of business, delay in the rest of the material the
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads and the Atchison,
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor- nines oi farmington, anu tne uuuamg: Their request was eranted and Dr. J. steel work for the concentrator buil
& Santa Fe Railroad.
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar- rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- of this ditch means a great increase in; w. Carhart pronounced the ceremony ding will be completed within a few
weeks, and it is expected that the
DAYS.
municating with Manager of the Ros- me popuiauon ana Dusiness import- - tnat made them man and wife,
THESE
rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. rnv
ance of the San Juan county metroj plant will be in operation by the midLeaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co., at Roswell, X. M., at
die of the year. The plant is by far
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for polls. The promoters of another ditch
rive in Vaughn at 6 p. m.
the largest and most complete ever
four or which will cover about 14,000 acres
Baggage allowance cf 50 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
claim they will also start work this'
The
constructed in Grant county.
PRICE-LIS- T
each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point.
year. Their land is south of the
stock of the Chino Copper Company
Palace.
One-lin15c
e
and
of
Animas river
east
inches long
Farming-Stamp, not over 21-Col. Venceslao Jaramillo, El Rito; showed more activity 'ast week than
ton. This good ditch news, together: fi ttnri TVfra Dcn4.
"
10c
Each additional line on same stamp
CrtAw IVfoenia fnr nnmp timfl nnst HTirl if nroapnt
'
with favorable railroad news makes
'.
,,
, '
One-lin- e
inches long
20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
tht future of the Farmington coun- vv. s. uox, treasurer ot
15c
on
naiiuiBuu.
Each
line
additional
stamp
and
Mogoiion
Torrance
is
between
and
PUBLICATION.
assured
$5.80
NOTICE FOR
try
Montezuma.
the Mogollon Gold and Copper Corn- One-lin- e
and not over 5 inches long.... 25c
Roswell $10.
Reserve seat3 on auto(0C872 Not Coal.)
Stamp, over 3
Thomas F. Gaylord, Lafayette, Ind.; pany, returned last week to Silver
KANSAS ORCHARDIST HAS
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
Department of the Interior.
Charles City from a business trip to Mogollon,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ORDERED .19,500 OIL STOVES. W. J. Rogers, New York;
One-lininch
5
35c.
inches
over
per
long
Stamp,
J. Holmes, during which he made a careful inKansas City, Mo., Feb. 10. To heat Kenvpen, Indianapolis; T.
January 7, IS 11.
Each additional line, same price.
ALL
Los Angeles; R. H. Hanna, city; W. spection of the company's properties.
Notice is hereby given that Adelal--d- TIME TABLE
Austin
now
The
is
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
company
vHctiua,
employing a
LOCAL TRAINS RtnvPR Hnm,.la im,,ml,ahl ), that la
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
Haywood, Hodges; force of about twentyjfive men and
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
what W. H. Underwood of Hutchin-- Porter' Thomas
P. the development work is proving most
NW
for W
Mr..Ralph H" Kinsle. Albuquerque;
entry No.
The following are the time tables son, Kan., will do this spring.
Largers sizes at proportionate prices.
HSeveral rich strikes
Kuentner, C. E. Benedict, Denver; satisfactory.
Section 24, Town-shi- of Lhe local railroads:
SW
W
Underwood, who is a fruit grower, was'
f
inch in size, we charge for
Where
type used is over
FFP.
E.
M.
P.
Thomas, Alamosa;
French, have recently been made and the
14 N.. Range 11 E.. N.
in Kansas City yesterday, directing
f
inch
Leave
or
each
fraction.
for
line
ene
the manufacture of 19,500 stoves. Denver; J. W. Ridge, Louisville; J. mine was never in better shape than
Meridian, has filed notice of intention j 8.10 a.
in. connect with No 3 west- These
DATES, ETC.
The new assay office,
to make final five year proof, to es
stoves, each of which has a res-- ! v- - Hardy,. El Paso; E. R.- Jackson a', present.
50c
inch
Local Dater any town and date for
tablish claim to the land above de- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
constructed of cement and adobe is
which holds ten gallons of oil, Chicago, j,
ervoir
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10 will be placed in his
Coronado,
orchard
completed and is one of the best
..50c
scribed, before the register or receivIn
inch
and
Dater
apple
month,
year
day
Ledger
m.
near Hutchinson to prevent damage' Mr- and Mrs. Edward Espinosa, equipped offices in the Southwest.
er, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M p. 4
35
,. ......
Regular line Dater .. ......
p. rap connect with No. 1, west- to the trees
Donaciano
new
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
Galisteo;
machine
The
frost.
The
Taos;
is
course
in
Angel,
orchard
of
by
shop
Model
Band Dater
Definance
bound.
A force of men are at work
contains 600 acres and about thirty Daniel Vigil, Alarao3a; Mr. and Mrs. erection.
Claimant names a Bwitnesses:
e
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 stoves will be used to keep the tem-W- .
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1-5Octabiano Rodriguez, Jose Tnez
Schnepple, San Antonio; Mr. and clearing away the debris of the fire
Pearl Check Protector
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B. p. m.
perature of each acre above the freez-- Mrs. J. B. White and family, Denver; preparatory to building a large new
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and ing point
Tomas A. Rivera, Ranchos de Taos. mill. It is expected that the company
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
STAMP PADS
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
25 cents; 2 3
10 cents, 2x3
15 cents; 2
at
Fe
San.a
11:10
arrive
Register.
Returning
cents.
75
15
3
4
50
cents;
cents;
P. m.
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

PIUS

D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Connections made with Automobile
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosLeave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves 34 east and 33 south and west.
The
Arrive 8 p. in., with connections
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance 'from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
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Tuldn't Tiioy, trie 'Morns
children, have 'nothing?'"
The mother comforted, the father
was a little stern.
"We'll have Just wl :at
can af.

besToes.

DARE

FRESH

START

ford," he said, "and not a thing more.
You young ones ain't l.'ir.tjry nor cold
By LOUISE OLNEY
nor ragged like children on the street
every day. You k (;) S'!ll and eat
what's put before
Your mother
Ajwuclatwl Litem:? 1Tcm,j
(CupjTltfoMHO,
always baa something good, and if it
but
Sam ain't turkey, it will a.
It was holiday week,
nil you
Morris hated the thought of bending up. Now you finish your breakfast,
to the season's Johnny, and bring in sonic more coal
his head grimly
chill wind, he walked homeward. He and get ready for sr) nol We don't
knew he Was already late, thitt Rose pattern after the Jor.sea. and you
would be anxious and the supper got to learn that and several other
waiting, but he would not take the things. One of .then thing is to be
car. Five rides instead of six for a glad for what you got now, and then
Quarter as until the change that to go on with whatever your little
morning made 'a difference both In! business Is."
The father rose and took his dinner
his purse and In his temper. He was
He swung pail.
Rose had flllbd it unusualy
angry and discouraged.
his dinner pail defiantly as car after well with better food than usual. Her
car passed him. The car company man, the breadwinner, should be the
wouldn't
any nickel out of him laat to feel any lack. He went to his
that night not if he knew It!
day's carpentering.
when the three older children were
Dark came early, and the street
lamps were, afiare in the little suburb In school, Rose cooked for dear life.
where he lived in a small cottage She got plenty of good tender beef
with his wife and four babies, the and boiled It for a iie, which should
eldest not eight. Tramping up the be overflowing with gravy, and rewalk, the cost of living renewed its plete with little carrots and onions,
She made a
seemed parsley and "fixin'a."
grip on him the struggle
She
huge sheet of ginger broad.
against him. Now there was Jones
molded the
he was passing Jones' trim little baked pumpkin pie.
house he had some sort of luck. cranberry sauce in lit;! forms. She
House paid for, a job as foreman made a great plate ui of molasses
with better pay and little work. The candy In fancy shapes, for she was
Jonses had dinner Instead of supper, clever through her love There would
and the eldest daughter, Elvie, had be mashed potato, and an orango a
Quit working down town. Rose told piece and some nuts, too. Her day
him that young Peters, son of Peters was full, for the baby was wakeful.
Supper was plentiful, though plain,
the big contractor, was "going with"
James Scott, White Sox Pitcher.
the girl. And Jones had not worked but after waiting long and vainly,
any harder than he, Morris and was mother and children sat down and
If anyone had told me I would be a as a piece of boy foolishness I packed Of doubtful promptness in bill paying. ate alone.
Finally the little ones
professional baseball player ten years up and left that night for Des Moines.
As he came up to his own back went to bed. At eight he had not
ago I would have laughed. I wanted There were eleven pitchers there be- door, it opened,' and Ro9e, with the come, nor at nine. At ton she was
to be a physician and had my college ing tried out I hung around for in-a children at her skirts, met him. He stiff with fear. What had happened?
career all mapped out. My father couple of weeks and pitched one was was silent and rather gruff. He An accident she would have heard of
She conjured up fears, still
finishing up a game that
brushed them aside, took off his cap that
had agreed to send me to college at ning,
lost They told me then they didn't and coat and vest, and
mending mechanically. Could he have
splashbegan
Nebraska Wesleyan university and I need me.
I had no contract or agreeThere had
begun to drink again?
went there to start my professional ment and did not receive a cent I ing at the sink.
career. I had played a little baseball
he ventured from been some bad months In their first
"I'm
starved,"
the
have
hated to go back home and
married year. But for eight years now
around my home at Lander, Wyo., as
I had failed, and felt that the roller towel at length.
he had been all a husband could be
a boy, usually at third base, and had boys think
anon
the
table,"
"Everything's
they had not given me much of a
then the familiar step camo.
not given the game a serious thought chance.
Besides I had been studying swered his wife quietly.
Sam came in, quietly, not to wake
The Way I happened to get Into basereShe knew the man's moods and
the experienced pitchers on the team
the babies. He was panting for
ball was an accident. I was at home
to learn that there was spected them. The day had not been breath, black with coal dust, his eyes
and had
in Lander when some of the boys more to begun
than throwing the easy for her. The children had been bloodshot.
pitching
He sank Into a chair.
wanted me to come out and play third
talking turkey constantly, and three Then he smiled at his wife, and
ball
base against the team from a regiI
out of Des Moines and went of them needed shoes. Also the
hand put two silhis
ment stationed at the post. It hap- to got
doctor had sent In his bill. ver dollars on right
Oskaloosa, Iowa, where I got a job
table
before her.
the
were
that
a lot of railroad as
there
pened
pitcher and made good quickly. I She dldnt know now to speak of
"For tomorrow," he explained. "It
men out to see the game, and among
sat
The
little
work
these
family
.hard
of
and
lot
a
things.
thought
may get chicken enough or a small
them was J. P. Cantillon, a brother of gave
to
and when Wichita picked down and ate the plain,
turkey. I've unloaded coal since 5.
Mike and Joe Cantillon, the baseball me pitching
up I decided to stick to the pro- food; the children were sleepy enough The haulers have struck. I was glad
men. I did not know this at the time.
fession and show them I could move to be Quiet.
of the chance. See here; Rose, while
In the first inning the soldiers made
in It I had begun to like it and
"You're more'n an hour late, Sam. you get me a bite let me tell
you
two runs off our pitcher and knocked up
satmore
It
into
I
the
overtime?"
the deeper got
Working
the news. We ain't so bad off. I saw
him out, so the boys yelled for me to
had
in
I
It
work.
isfaction took
my
"No such luck. Even an hour's ex- Jim Forney's pail, and he had only
I knew nothing become
go in and pitch.
my real profession. I worked
would count. I walked bread and a little cooked meat.
I
about pitching except to fire the ball hard at Wichita and that fall was tra work
home. See the papers? Carfare, like divided with him and I gave him two
over and pitch a curve when I felt sold to
Chicago. I came there think- everything else, has gone up a notch. dollars. He's up
against it. You don't
like it, but I went in. It was the
I knew a lot, only to find out I Only five rides for a quarter. I cant
ing
mind?"
first real game I ever had tried to was Just
and
the
by studying
starting,
afford luxuries." He broke a baked
She shook her head and stirred the
pitch. We won out, S to 2, and I great pitchers on Comiskey's team I
dabbled it with fire.
think the soldiers made one hit off think I began to Improve. It was potato for Johnny, his
eating. Rose
gravy and resumed
"And there's trouble at Jones's.
me. After the game Mr. Cantillon harder work the
up I got and I wondered what more they could pos- He's
mortgaged his place, and he got
came to me and said ff I wanted to found that I had higher
to keep studying and sibly do without!
busiwas
her
It
pitch baseball he would give me a working just as hard to hold on as to ness to make ends meet thus far she fired today some tricky business
about the material. On top of that,
ticket to Des Moines, where the
up. That Is all there has been had done it. But the string wouldn't young Peters is
owned the team, for a try out. get
going to marry some
to It, Just hard work and hard study. bear further stretching.
rich girl tomorrow. Elvie's all broke
The fellows dared me to go, and Just (Copyright, 1910. by Joseph B. Bowles.)
Sanf spoke like an answer they up."
often thought in unison.
He went to the sink and washed,
BROWN HOT AFTER WOLGAST
"We quit on butter and real milk
and, sitting down, attacked the baked
We beans and bread and coffee.
we have mighty little meat.
She
Clever New York Lightweight Is Denever go to a show. We barely keep watched him, glad of his returned
sirous of Getting on Match With
the kidlets in school and Sunday cheerfulness.
school. You may have to give up
Champion of His Class.
"Other folks' troubles makes a felI'm
your furs and diamonds, Rose." He low glad for what he's got.
Knockout Brown, the New Tork
laughed a little, but the woman did ashamed of the grouch I've had on.
not it was not her way. She was You have the worst end of this partlightweight who has come to the top
i
In pugilistic circles of late, Is desirous
waiting for some word of practical nership, anyhow. Girl, we will cheer
comfort. And she did not say that up and take a fresh start."
of getting on a match with Ad Wol-gasMrs. Jones, brisk and overdressed
He rose and lit his pipe. Then he
the champion in his class. Wol-gais credited with making the
for her station, had descended upon came to her chair and put h:s big arm
that Brown wll have to get a
her for a call that afternoon. IJlvic over her shoulder.
"I hope I ain't glad ol Jones's trouA man called O'Kelly is an aspirant had a new pink dancing dress and
reputation first before he will consent
to meet him. This has stirred up the for heavyweight championship hon- young Peters was going to take her ble," he said awkwardly.
"I know
New York fighter and his manager, ors! Why the O?
I'm sorry for him. But they gave
to a dance the next night.
Danny Morgan. The latter recently
After the children had duly chat- me his Job. That means $15 more
Wrestling matches in private are a
bon mots to myth in these
handed some choice
of fat purses and tered, and had been washed and put every month. You glad?"
days
She hugged her head down against
Adolph, retorting that Brown at the advance press agents.
to bed, husband and wife returned to
present time has a better reputation
Christy Mathewson says he would the kitchen, which was also dining his arm and nodded. She could not
than Wolgast.
rather play checkers than fool ball and living room. She cleared up the speak. After a while, she took the
"The whole trouble with Ad Is that
table, and while she washed the silver dollars from the table.
players with his fadeaway.
he Is afraid," says Morgan. "Erne,
"Sam, what you said to Johnny this
Out of the sixteen best golf players dishes Sam poured over his account
Gans, Nelson all, of these met real in the United States Chicago has six book, his brow in a scowl, his pipe morning was all right. I've got a
He was going to give up good dinner planned and we'll have
fighters when they held the champion- and the whole middle west nine.
unlighted.
ship. Wolgast is no fighter. He shows
This
St. Louis is the fourth city of tobacco. He was glad Rose did not Just that and nothing more.
this by his refusal to meet fighters. America in population and the last know h took his dinner bucket away money will get the boy his new shoes.
What did he do after winning the in sport, laments a Mound
City pa- and at by himself, sensitive about He's got to learn to put up with what
title? Why, he picked up a couple of per.
the plainness of his fare. The other we can afford. What do you say?"
fourth raters that nobody ever heard
He puffed his pipe, turning his head
Tom" Hughes led the Amer- men must think him a grouch still,
"Long
of and broke his arm on them. Brown ican association
dingers, and now he others ate alone; they might not have lest the smoke get in her face.
must tote his baggage back to Wash- noticed. Jim Farney, for Instance
he was glad he was not Jim, who had
ington.
Found Real Snow Baby.
What the ball player detests the five children, one a cripple, and half-sic- k
A tiny, nameless waif, who had to
wife whose housekeeping, even
most while at work in training is to
have to play on the
skinned when she was well, was a scandal. rough it from the hour of its birth, a
very few hours ago, is in a hospital.
diamonds.
Well, ends had to meet someway.
Then Rose got her mending, and He was found almost frozen to death',
Jimmy Britt may come to life and
take on Bat Nelson again. Why not looking up, he met her patient glance. without a bit of clothing, half burled
start an elimination tournament of
She gave him a little tired smile it In a snow bank. Mrs. Sarah EInbend-er- ,
was Monday and she had washed
the hasbeens?
janltress of an apartment house,
Now they are talking of a trust to without help. Then he went on figur- was telling stories to her brood the
corner the hockey market. It beats ing and she wondered Just what they other night about the birds which live
all where the tentacles of the system would have for dinner on Christmas. In the snow all winter long. The chilare reaching.
The children must not be disappoint- dren, not having a bird of their own,
Fred Tenney, new manager of the ed, but turkey, or even chicken was Mrs.. Einbender, to please them, went
Boston Doves, says Johnny Kling is out of the iueetion. Could she man- out into the fdow, pretending that
one of the greatest backstops he ever age minee pie and oranges and some she was going to catch one. She heard
saw in action.
real milk? Then she slipped off to the wall of an Infant, which seemed to
National league umpires will be answer the call of the baby, covered come from a pile of snow by the
called Into New York to have their the other children more warmly, and fence. She mothered it until it cooed,
s
then sent It to a hospital. The
eyes examined before
they begin went to bed herse!.
say it will live.
m
work next season.
Tuesday dawned bleak, and passed
Sonoma Girl, the famous trotting Into night still bleak and cheerless.
Again the Exception.
mare, has been sold by Lotta Crab-tre- e Sam was again late for again he
The school teacher was trying to
of Boston to C. W. Moore of St. walked home. The little ones, warned
between
Claire, Mich., for $20,000.
by their mother, were silent on the Illustrate the difference
Joe McGlnnity, former "Iron man" turkey subject, and were put early plants and animals.
"Plants," she explained, "are not
of the New York Giants,
thinks to bed.
Knockout Brown.
"Lefty" Russell will not be much of
But on the day before Christmas, susceptible of attachment to man as
a success with the Athletics next husband and wife bad a little talk, animals are."
"How about burrs, teacher?" piped
has as much right to fight "Wolgast as year.
planning carefully for the little feast.
Pitcher Joe Corbett of Baltimore Both knew that the grocer's bill must a small boy who had passed the sumWolgast had to fight Nelson and a
whole lot more, too. Nelson was 100 fame, who retired from baseball a be met; that the week after came a mer In the country.
years old physically when WolgaBt few seasons ago because of difficulty payment on the house. They could
beat him. He refuses to meet Tommy with the Brooklyn club, is now a not afford debts, and therefore no exComing This Way.
Murphy, although Tommy has beaten high salaried employe of the SaD tras. Besides, there was the matter
Bacon You
know Mercury, the
him."
Francisco Telephone company.
of the shoes and the winter underRose mentioned these e? iwiftest traveler among the planets,
clothing.
moves through space at the rate of 30
Revised.
According to the Papers.
anxiously that her husband broke oak miles per second.
The early bird, we've often heard
Listen to the tinkle
in a sort of anger.
Egbert Well, you'd better have a
la the one of which we boast;
Of my little verse;
care. This is the time of year that
me.
afraid
of
be
Sometimes he gets the worm and then
don't
"Well,
girl,
Nothing ever happens
Bomeumes he gets on toast
I know we have to have things! Well mercury comes down. Yonkers StatesTo a homely nurse.
man.
manage somehow don't worry t"
But he worried, and knew that she
Indifferent
How It Was.
did. They rose, and he lit the fire
"What was Constable Miami data up
Brother Lobstock How did yo' all and helped the children dress. ' A sort
Putting It Neatly.
on th' stage durin' the entertainment' got
The banker was celebrating the anyo' nose busted?
of gloom bung over the breakfast
"Th" dum'd el' idiot was inslB' a'
Brother Tump I
slipped' down table, and suddenly Johnny exploded niversary of his birth.
thet JJsa Peters should have his Santa an' plumb lit on done
"By the way," queried a friend,
back.
my
In tears. 'The little girls joined In
Claus whiskers flreproofed."
Brother Lobstock But name o' sympathy. The child's grief, wormed "how old are you?"
..'. "What did Jim
say?" ,
answered
. "Seventy-seven,- "
goodness, sah, yo' nose Isn't located out of him finally, was vested In the
tie
He said he'd worn 'em thirty year on yo back.
banker.
were
fact
Jones
the
that
boys
going
H fireproofln', an' he didn't cars
Brother Tump No, sah; an' needer to have "turkey an' everything else,
"Well," rejoined his frier 1 "I. hope
ether they burned or notl"
tn nn
yas Brudder Wack Puck..
an, go .to. the jshc-- & .the theayter. (Mill
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBFRS to the local paper are the prosperous people cf your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

A

1

I."

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
m suar at one cent a
pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

i

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
12
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS m
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the m
3

right goods at the right price.
THE

m

NON-PROGRESSr-

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.

st

d

n
a

"PORTING
AND

,

w

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising: your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

Can-tillo-

ICTS

111
;

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper

Mi
I3

1

have as much for your store but you must let them know that
m
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
I2
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise. m
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citizens of New Mexico. The Max- - several lawyers in the Urton Lake Gomez, Telesforo Rivera, Pedro Jiwell car was carrying a company of case this afternoon.
menez, East Otis, H. H. Dorman, S.
Mennonite farmers from central 111
C. McCrimmon,
George P. Williamnois who are contemplating settling NO MORE TITLES IN
son, Edgar Andr-ws- .

No.

in a colony on Coltax county soil."
Raton Daily Range.
Two Good Roads Districts Following cthe recommendation made by
the Commercial club some week3 ago,
the Board of Bernalillo county com- missioners at a meeting held yester
day at Albuquerque, divided the coun-ty of Bernalillo into two road districts, naming T. J. Bryant as road
overseer of District No. 1, and Carlos
Griego, overseer of the district No. 2

Bakery
it

4

M.

ft Air

DENVER POSTOFFICE.

2.

Pueblo Indians Appeal to Court-FredTondre, Demetrio Vallejos,
Pascual Sais and
Andrew Sichler,
Justo Chavez, Isleta Indians, through
their attorney, Frank W. Clancy, filed
suit in the district court at Albuquer-- j
que yesterday against the Pueblo of
Isleta, the purpose of which is to se-- !
cure permission to enlarge the Los
Lentes acequia. It is asked that the
court appoint appraisers to View the
land in order that it may he eondemn-- !
ed and converted for the use of the
acequia.
Weather Assistant on Outing Vernon E. Small, who Is employed in the
local weather bureau and is personally known to almost every business
man who receives weather reports
each morning, has gone on a vacation.
For a fortnight Mr. Small will discontinue studying the velocity of the
wind by instruments and allow the
zephyrs to play unharnessed and unmolested by critical observation. He
will be far away from thermometers
allowing his finger tips to tell him
when the mercury takes plunges below the freezing point.
HxaM nth Th s
nrtiihlA
Raf.plfr1
curio is in the office of Game and Fish
erick

YOU NEED THE GOODS
Ink

For One

CU II

Week Defining

IN GROCE! I:S.

sold at 15c 2 for 25c we are going to sell

S 10c.

Columbus Tomatoes

f otinaH

ZUtAMA

argains

(rivpvniir some real

12 Tomatoes usually

Regular No. 2
No. 2 12

th.We are going to

i

No. 2

ISr
Pimutc Apricots, Cherries,
Grapes, Peaches, Pears at

i2
can

Columbus Tomatoes
CUM

Per

?tJ.tfv case

e

S2.35

AccnffoH fn Qfti Vnil
iwu iu .Jim tvu

nowi

Above Goods are all New and Fresh 1910 Packed

Be Done
Away
With and All Authority to Be
Placed in One Man.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 10. When the
inspectors from Washington, detailed
to undertake the thorough overhauling of the Denver postoffice, arrive it
is certain that the first thing they will
do is to dispense with all those who
are now titled superintendents' and
will have only one head to all depart.
ments under the postmaster.
This was'the information given out
by City Inspector C. M. Waters, who
formerly was in charge of a department at Washington.
He says all
postofflces in time will be regulated
so that one man of sufficient standing
to have the confidence of the department will be in charge of all outgo
ing and incoming mails. At the Den
ver postoffice there are superintendents galore.
Postmaster General Hitfchcock Is
said to be angry over the finding of
the shortage in the accounts of Carson B. Wilson, now in the county
He sent for the bureau chief
jail.
and told him to hustle men out here
to check things up and Install a system whereby a shortage could not oc-

Superintendents to

1

Pijtit.
John Cantwell, Jr., Casimiro Qutn-tanAlberto Quintana, John Hesch,
CleWnte Garcia, Pedro Martinez,
Amaranta Atencio, C. H. Reel, Cave-tan- o
Napoleon, Alfonso Dockweiler,
Idelberto Delgado, Francisco Anaya,
R. F. Hynd, Epifanio B. Atencio, Cruz
Vigil, Maximo Herrera, W R. Thomas,
Carter Livesay, Pedro Baca, Jose Va
rela, T. Z. Winter, Carlos Chavez, J
O. Leatherwood
Theodore Corrick,
!
Jan Dios Dominguez, Charles Wheeler, O. C. Hyer, Juan Castillo, W'illiara
Hesch, Apolonio Chavez, Manuel Martinez, Santana Herrera, Ramon Ortiz,
Alfred Kaune, Pablo Archuleta, H. R.
McGlbbon.
-

NEW BOOKS FOR THE
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
A splendid edition of Shakespeare's
complete works will soon arrive at the
rublic library and Shakespeare schol
ars will have an opportunity of studying an edition that is thoroughly
and well edited by scholars.
No expense has been spared to make
this one of the most useful additions.
A profusely illustrated volume entitled "The Digressions of V" by
Elihu Vedder, American painter and
illustrator, has been presented to the
cur again.
library by a tourist. It is of unique inInspector Waters is nearlng the terest to artists.
end of checking Wrllson's accounts.
He says the total shortage will be
more than $7,000.

MARKETKEPORT

GRAND AND PETIT
JURORS ARE DRAWN.

WOOL MARKET.
TerriSt. Louis Wool unchanged.
There Are 27 For the Grand and 36 tory and western mediums, 1922;
fine mediums,
fine 1213.
for the Petit Jury for March
LIVESTOCK.
i
Term In This County.
Kansas City Cattle Receipts
I'L
1C3U11.
fcUUtJIl
UUU la Ul
VJtilUlC,
Judge John R. McFie today drew
1
in eluding 300 southerns. Market
the care of Druggist A. J. Fischer the the grand and petit jurors for Santa
floral expert of the city. Mr. Fischer Fe county for the March term of steady. Native steers $5.406.75;
southern steers $5.256.25; southern
has some very fine hyacinths now In court.
cows $3.255.75; native cows heifers
bloom, but this on? is the most, inter- . There are 27 in the grand and 36
stockers feeders $4.60
esting as it now 's in full bloom and in the petit jury. The names of the $3.25G;
calves $5
5.90; bulls $4.255.25;'
blosto
forth
another
as
follows:
are
promises
give
grand jury
$5.256.25;
som" shortly.
John Cunningham, Juan C. Lujan, 8.25; western steers
western cows $3.255;.
ManEliseo
Luis
B.
Juan
L.
a
Trujillo,
Seal
Hon.
Moya,
Tree
for
in new specials every two days.
Apple
give you
Market five
6,000.
Hogs
,
Prince, president of the Apple Con- - uel Angel, Carlos Lucero, J. B. Live-say- to ten Receipts Bulk
higher.
$7.507.65;
C.
L.
Bishop, Frank Gormley,
gress, recently organized at Denver,
has suggested a picture of one of the Ramon Fresquez, Nicolas Maes, S. G. heavy $7.457.69; packers butchers
old apple trees at Manzano as an ap- Cartwright, Reginald McKenzie, Felix ?7,507.65; light ?7.G07.70.
propriate seal for the organization. Salinas, J. A. Davis, Mateo de la
If you want anything on earth try
Dr. B. E. Hedding went to Manzano Cruz, Jose Chavez, Francisco A. ChaBenito
Mauricio
New Mexican Want Ad.
a
vez,
Cunningham,
fine
a
secured
Wednesday and
picture
of one of the trees which will be sent
to Governor Prince when developed.
These old trees could be made a valuable asset for this vicinity and there
aTe a good many ways in which their
value could be utilized Mountainair
Messenger.
Glass-SilverwaBurglarized Store Vidal Sais and
re
Luis Martines of Manzano were arwas that at 6 a. m. today. Yesterday rested Tuesday and taken to Estan-ci- a
hollow) Jewelry-o- f
charged with burglarizing the
a clear and pleasant day.
!was
GITY TOPICS
i
room of T. Tabet of that place.
ware
kindNovel-tie- s
Valentines, the Latest Specialty,
j
Several hundred pounds of other
Chinese Lily Bulb, Ounations, Roses,
things were discovered in a vacant
i v
X S X Si X
x
anyvioiets, ana every: uing aesirame inhouse belonging to Martinez near
Denver, Colo., !Feb. 10.
of
in
the way of Cut Flowers, Wedding town, all of it stolen from the Tabet
The forecast is fair weather
:
Bouquets, Funeral Designs, etc., are store. Mountainair Messenger?
with
and
tonight
Saturday
advertised in the new ad for the
Railroader Weds at Albuquerque
warmer weather in northeast
Clarendon Gardens in this issue.
No piece withr SYTiJr Maik on it !
William Ho.mes, an engineer employWe Guarantee Satisfaction at
portion tonight.
out this Trade
Lincoln's Birthday County School ed by the Santa Fe on a run between
gemmae.
and
who
and
V.
John
Las
and
HAWKES
Vegas
Albuquerque
Conway
Superintendent
A. L. Morrison will leave to- - lives In the Meadow City, became a
D. M. Ferry's seeds are to be had Judge
morrow for Madrid to hold a Lin- benedict at 6 o'clock, yesterday even- at GOEBELS.
coin birthday celebration in the
at Albuquerque when he was unit- The Dead Letter See it's outcome drid opera house. Judge Morrison is ed in
marriage with Mrs. Maggie
at the Elks' tonight. It is great.
to be the speaker of the occasion. Mr.
of El Paso. The wedding took
See the Bride and Groom forcad to Conway aceonrpauicd by Mrs-- Conway
place at the Immaculate Conception
wear convicts stripes, at the Elks' to- and
Judge Morrison will drive over- - church. William Hurt and Mrs. J. H.
-ii night. It's a big laugh.
land.
Lowe of Las Vegas attended the couIn Neighboring Kingdoms is a story
.
Smallpox "The city health depart ple at the altar.
of matchless beauty in costume and ment was notihed
this
morning
everything that pleases and delights through a reliable source that a pupil BUILDING LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, i
Designs in Filigree Work,
the eye. See it at the Elks' tonight. from a convent on the Wrest side had
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
SALE of furniture in the Claire ho returned home to Antonchico about
rom rage One.)
(Continued
in the Newest Designs.
tel, beginning at 10 o'clock in the ten days and had developed since leavmorning of Saturday, February 12th. ing the school a case of smallpox. which it runs to Cherryvale
and
AND
GOLD
S1VER NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
Bedroom
sets, mattresses, pillows, This indicates that, many of the other thence to Gonzales.
tables, chairs, etc.
pupils doubtless have been exposed
WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
Funeral Expenses of Soldiers.
A Free Test of Johnson's Keen Floor to the disease."
Las Vegas Optic.
The following letter from Assistant
you can desire in the Jewelry line.
for making your floor bright, clean
Jail Break at Estancia The Jail Attorney General Clancy explains it-and like new is offered in the new birds all took flipht at Estancia. Geo. self:
ad today for the Santa Fe Hardware Wilson broke down the door to the
February 9, 1911.
& Supply Co.
Read the ad.
office and got the key and let three C. A. Darnell, Ruth, N. M.
Dear Sir Replying to your letter
The Stork Brought a Boy Mr. andj other prisoners out. They all hiked
Mrs.. Herman Zinsser are rejoicing! toward the mountains, but did not get of the seventh instant inquiring as to
over the arrival of a
baby 'far until they were overhauled and the territorial law providing for the
Sheriff defraying of the funeral expenses of
boy, on College street, Wednesday returned to jail by Deputy
morning. Mother and child are doing Smith and City Marshal Brown. Wil- a soldier who has been engaged in the
service of the United States, I have
son was a trusty at the jail.
well.
to say that chapter eleven of the
Beavers Meet Tonight The IndeBig Change of Program at the Elks'
session laws of 190;! provides.
pendent Order of Beavers will hold a tonight: The Dead Letter; In the
Section 1. It shall be the duty of
A
hall
Western
in
All
Elks'
Neighboring
Kingdoms;
meeting
tonight.
the boards of county commissioners
Beavers are requested to be present. Welcome. The best yet.
in the several counties of this terri
There will he initiation of candidates.
To Close Up Postoffice on Sundays tory to cause to be decently interred
Lunch will be served.
In Roswell a petition is
being thg body of any honorably discharged
From 18 to 45 Degrees That was signed extensively to keep the genersoldier, sailor or mare wh.i served
the range in temperature yesterday al delivery window and the carrier in the army or volunteer service of
and the average relative humidity windows at the
postoffice closed all the United States during any war in
was 3G per cent. The lowest temperaA similar movement is which the United States has been
Sunday
day
ture last night was 23 degrees and it
planned for Santa Fe, so that only engaged, and who may hereafter die
box holders could get their mail on without having means sufficient to
In many Colorado, . Mis- pay his funeral expenses. Such burial
Sundays.
made in any 'Potters
souri and Pennsylvania towns, such shall not-b- e
Field,' or pauper burial ground, nor
order has gone into effect upon
in any cemetery used exclusively for
the burial of pauper dead, and the-e- x
Post Office Will Not Move It i3
of
such funeral shall be
understood that the postoffice inspec penses theany
paid by
county out of the general
was
two
tor
who
in
Fe
the
Santa
past
MILWAUKEE
fund; but not more than Afty dollars
days investigating complaints that ($50) shall be expended for any such
the present postoffice site is incon burial.
,
Every woman knows how annoying it is to have unsightly spots, water
venient, unsanitary and discreditabl
"Sec. 2. All bills for the expenses stains, dirt stains and
spoil the beauty of her floors, stairs ana
to a city the size of Santa Fe, will re of
any such burial shall be duly woodwork. Tiiey ruin the beauty of her entire home. Will you test, free,
port adversely to the cancellation of sworn to, and the said bill's shall be
the present lease which still has audited and ordered paid to ths
three years to run. He has ordered amount of not more than fifty dollars
a number of improvements to be ($50) by the board of
county comWith Johnson's Kleen Floor any woman can keep her floors
made, however.
missioners of the county wherein such
bright and clean like new.
Real Bargains for One Week The soldier, sailor or marine resided at
Johnson's Kleen Floor rejuvenates the finish brings back
kind of bargains that baring down the time of his death and in such
its original beauty greatly improves the appearance of all
floors, whether tinisbed with shellac, varnish or other prepyour household expenses considerably manner as other bills are allowed and
arations.
are offered in a big advertisement in paid from the general county funds."
I have no doubt that your county
Johnson's Prepared Wax gives the floors that soft, lustrous,
Watch
this issue for F. Andrews.
s
or scratches
rtistic polish which does not show
the space this week, there will be commissioners will honor any bills
and to which ilnst and dirt do not adhere. It Is ideal for
new bargains from time to time in just duly sworn to which have been In
polishing woodwork, furniture, pianos, etCi- the things you must have. Mr. An curred by you in connection with the If.
drews is able to give these exception funeral expenses of a deceased sol
1
Vv&f
al prices because he buys and sells dier,
ji
Tours truly,
for cash. The people who watch the
H. S. CLANCY,
ads. are those who live cheapest and
Assistant Attorney General.
,
best.
freshed:-- . --s
Still in Session. '
Settlers The
Many Prospective
The
of the Territorial
members
the
of
Maxwell
private car "Maxwell"
Irrigated Land Company, and the Water Board did not hand down any
private" car "Zella" of the Optimo decision in the appeals "heard yester
Land Company of Las.yegas passed day and the day before, but it Is exthrough on No. 1 this morning from pected that by tomorrow a decision or
Chicago to their respective destina- several decisions will be made public.
tions, loaded with prospective future The board heard further argument by

'
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15,-00- 0

V

Fine "Fresh Laid" Eggs per Dz.
Watch this

are going to change and

Ad-w- e

Can We do it? Why
We Buy and Sell for

How

Andrews

Phone
No. 4.
NEW

MEXICO

bargains

CORPORATION

WIMiMCS

j

LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.

"

it.

Published September, 1910. All Laws on
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Com
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
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Phone
4

IF Its Cut
or

M

any

Filigree Work
Electtoliers or

thing

our line.

W A'ZfM If

Statehood does not affect this book
as Territorial laws remain in force
under state constitution. There w"1"
"e no revision for three years.

j

CO

The Popular Gift Store.

0

Fe, M. N..

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

The big store
Sample Line Ladies Waists
Fifteen

Hundred

entire

Beautiful Waists,

sample line of New York's leading manu-

facturer to be sold at very

LOW

PRICES.

Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

per

cent

ON

THE

DOLLAR.

The Lot is limited only numbering

Hundred

Fifteen

All are
Early choosing will be an advantage to you.
hesiwould'nt
You
finished.
All
are carefully
new.
tate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
i
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
Very
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck.
season
this
popular

::::

::::::''''''

If you are planning to make money from
"waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.

Cort4 iic
ZMillU
JZ
jame

your order if you can't
callat the storej anu

will be filled immediately.

;

Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.
Be

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.

Manufacturing Jeweler.

S. SPITZ,

.

Write for Circc'.ar.

C. F. KANEN f,anta

quality

(Ja)

,

Ma-lin- g

935 Pages, $7

flat

n

1

EXCLUSIVE

i

0M
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4lOC01ATE5

AreCxmsidTOltobe
The World's Finest

You

will

HP

XcuW The Reliable Jeweler.
lUllM San Francisco St.

To Keep Your Floors Beautiful
foot-trac-

Johnson's Kleen Floor

rvevGF

low low 5ood

GcMdy Gct be
tillyou try tlesG
Alweys

amnios and Liter
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iMSza ture at our store

ZOOK'S

PHARMACY.

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

o.

